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As the Laurentide Ïce Sheet retreated from the central
Great Plains of North America, meltwater col-l-ected in basins
along the southern margin" These ice-contact, glacier-fed
lakes typically released immense volumes of water when their
glacì-al debris or stagnant ice darns failed" Relics of this
dynamic environment can be seen in the modern landscape
throughout the Prairie region in the form of flat to gently
undul-ating lake pl-ains linked by deeply incised trenches"

Ice dammed glacial Lake Assiniboine covered approximately
1-500 km2 in what is now eastern Saskatchehran. At the former
southern outlet of this lake, the 60 m deep, 2 km wide
Assiniboine valley extends 250 km south to Brandon, Manitoba
where it, once carried meltwater to glacial Lake Agassiz.
Whereas Lake Agassiz's outflow history has been studj-ed in
detail, the role of the lake's inflow routes have not. The

purpose of this study was to investigate the geologic history
of Lake Assiniboine through examination of its surface and

subsurface basinal sediments and geomorphology, and to tie
this to the reqional late glacial geology of the eastern
Prairies.

Sedimentol-ogical and stratigraphic studies of two deep

sediment cores retrieved from the Lake Assiniboine basin
provided a record of events" For example, changes in the
relative thickness of l-06 varves counted in one core have been

interpreted to represent stratigraphic interval-s of deep-
proximal, deep-distal-, and shal-low varve deposits " These
sediment cores v/ere correlated to thick surface outcrops,
integrated with the geomorphology in the Lake Assiniboj-ne
area, most notably strandlines, and inflow and outl-et
channel-s, in order to form the framework for the geoÌogical
reconstruction "

Based on this ne\^r research in the Lake Assiniboine basin,
seven lake phases have been identified. The deglacial history

vii
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of the Lake Assiniboine region began with the retreat of the
ice marqin around. 1-1-'OOO BP and runoff from the ice eroded

scour channels as high as 51-l- rn at the southern outlet of the
basin" During Phase 2, ice sheet retreat into the Lake

Ass j-niboine basin perinitted meltwater to coll-ect in the
interlobate area between ice on Duck Mountain and the
Assiniboine Ice Lobe to the west at a level of 472 m" Ice
that occupied the lower Swan River valley prevented l-ake

drainage through this lower route and forced discharqe through
the Assiniboine vaIÌey to the south. Phase 3 is marked by a

rise in lake 1evel to 495 m as the southern outlet was dammed

by ice that probably advanced from the Duck Mountain Uplands.
Inflow from the west, supplied by the Assi-niboine Ice Lobe and

from the Assiniboine River deposited coarse grained sediment
where these channeLs entered the lake" Stagnation of the
Assiniboine Ïce Lobe allowed the Whitesand River to the north
to drain into Lake Assiniboine during Phase 4. Flow from the
Porcupine Hills, perhaps resulting inainly from the drainage of
an ice marginal lake, inundated Lake Assiniboine via the
proto-Swan River channel, caused erosion of the lake outl-et,
and Lake Assiniboine receded to an el-evation of 488 m in Phase

5. A second major influx of water from the Porcupine Hil1s
area j-ncised the proto-Swan River inl-et channel at the
beginning of Phase 6, and caused Lake Assiniboine to deepen

its outlet and drain"
This catastrophic outflow caused intense erosion at the

southern outlet of the lake as suggested by shal-low and deep

channels in the sub-uplands, streamlined residuals, and

scattered l--3 m diameter boul-ders adjacent to the deeply
entrenched Assiniboine valley. Sirnilar geomorphic features at
sites downstream along the Assiniboine valley are al-so

indicative of catastrophic fl-ow, although only those areas
north of the Qu'Appe1le junction can be entirely attributed to
the Lake Assiniboine outburst"

Soon after the lake drained, ice retreated from the l-ower

viii



Swan River valley and allowed the modern Swan Rj-ver to bypass

the lake ptain and flov¡ to the northeast" Meanwhile, the
modern Assiniboine and Whi-tesand Rivers, and the Kamsack and

Littl-e Boggy Creeks meandered through the l-ake basin where

they then flowed south through the Assiniboine va1Iey"
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GLACTAL Lexr Aeassrz

As the Laurentide Ïce Sheet retreated from the northern
Great Plains during the late Vüisconsinan, many progJ-acial
lakes formed along its southern margin " These lakes \i/ere
ponded in ice scoured depressions and many were dammed by ice
or glacial deposits" The largest of these 1akes, gJ-acial- Lake
Agassiz, occupied varying regions of Saskatchehran, Manitoba,
Ontario, Minnesota, North Dakota, and South Dakota throughout
its 4OOO year existence - a total area of 95O,0OO km2 (Teller
and Clayton 1983). The glacial history and subsequent
drainage of such an expansive body of freshwater is considered
to have played an integral rol-e j-n Atlantic ocean circul-ation
and cl-imatic change in the tand areas peri-pheral to the
northern Atl-antic during the Younger Dryas phase (Broecker et
al- 1988 | 1989). Because glacial Lake Assiniboine is in the
Lake Agassiz drainage system and may have supplied important
infl-uxes of water to Lake Aqassiz, a synopsis of the Lake
Agassiz record and its drainage history is presented bel-ow"

Retreat of the Red River-Des Moines Lobe i-nto the Lake
Agassiz basin after l-3,000 BP allowed meltwater runoff to
col-l-ect in the north-sloping region of the central- pJ-ains,
al-bei-t j-n sporadic interval-s due to repeated surging of the
Red River and James River lobes (Clayton et al- 1985). The
early phase of Lake Agassiz is marked by alternating episodes
of glacial and lacustrine deposition in the southern basin
(Freunn 1-1) " EventualÌy, Lake Agassiz became permanently
established at around 1-L,7OO BP.

During the Cass and Lockhart Phases (L1,,70O-l-1,000 BP),
Lake Agassiz drained south through the Minnesota/Mississippi
Rj-ver system (Fenton et al- 1983; FTGURE I-2) " Lake Agassiz
continued to expand northward in the latter part of this
phase, spanning 7OO krn from its northern boundary to its
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southern River warren outlet (Freune 1-3). Lake Agassiz stood
near the Herman rever during the early part of this stage but
by about l-l-,000 BP had fal-Ien to the campbelJ" level (Fenton et
a7 l-983) .

Soon after 11,000 BP, the Moorhead phase was initiated
when ice retreated north of Thunder Bay and exposed the
eastern outlets, thus allowing Lake Agassiz to discharge
through this lower route and fal-l bel-ow the campbell l-evel
(Fenton et aI 1983). With continued retreat of the ice, the
water level- of Lake Agassiz dropped in a series of steps as
even lower eastern outrets west of the Nipigon basin carri-ed
overf l-ow (FrcuRE r-4) " Beaches formed bel-ow the campbe]l level
during the Moorhead Phase r^/ere likely obl-iterated by the
ensui-nq rise in lake level (Te1ler i-995) .

Ice readvanced around 9900 Bp, dammed the eastern
outl-ets, and forced Lake Agassiz to rise and overfl-ow again to
the south during the Emerson phase (Drexler et al_ L983¡
CJ-ayton l-983; FTGURE 1-5). Lake Agassiz probabÌy rose to at
least the Carnpbell 1evel at this time "

By about 9500 BP, the eastern outLets had reopened, âs
ice again retreated northward" During the forrowing l-ooo
years, catastrophic f]ooding occurred to the east as l-ower
outl-ets v/ere once again uncovered west of the Nipigon basin
(Teller and Thorleifson 1-993). This resulted in a rapid,
step-1ike decline in the water l-evel of Lake Agassiz to the
Ginl,i level- the l-owest beach f ormed when Lake Agassiz
overfl-owed into the Nipigon basin (Teller 1985). Estimates of
discharge through the l-7 channel complexes indicate that flood
bursts may have exceded 1-00,000 m3s-1 (Thorleifson l-9g3r" Teller
and Thorl-eif son l-983 ) .
intermittent failure of the ice dam that lay across the divide
between the Lake Agassiz and Lake superior basins (Te]_ler
]-e85).

After about 8500 BP (the Ojibway phase), Lake Agassiz

4

These outbursts h/ere caused by



FrcuRE 1--3 " Lake Agassiz near the end of the cass and LockhartPhases, around l-l-,000 Bp" Drainage to the south was regulatedby the River Warren outl-et (Teller t-985, p.6).
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Freunn 1-5. Lake Agassiz at
99OO BP" Outflow returned
p"8) 

"

the beginning of the Emerson Phase,
to the southern route (Tell-er L985,



drainage was diverted to the north through Lake ojibway to the
ottawa River and j-nto the St. Lawrence valley, bypassing the
Great Lakes (Tel]er l-985; FreuRE L-6) " Lake Agassiz began to
drain i-nto the Tyrrell sea around g0oo Bp and rac dates on
freshwater shells in a1l-uvium along churchill River in
northeastern Manitoba indicate that the l-ake no longer existed
by about 7800 BP (Dredge and Nixon t99Z) "

I¡l¡'r,ow Rourns ro LAKB Aeessrz

Beginning with the cass and Lockhart phases, channerized
meltwater from the retreating ice sheet in western canada
drained into the southern part of Lake Agassiz and deposited
coarse-grained underfl-ow fans where the rivers entered the
l-ake (Fenton et al 1-983; Teller t-985). These infl-ow sources,
principally the sheyenne, Pembina-souris, and Assiniboine-
Qu'AppeJ-J-e spitlways (FrcuRE 1--7) were complex systems, as they
not only transported large volumes of meltwater but also
served as drainage conduits for several proglacial lake basins
upstream from Lake Agassiz" The history of flow through these
spillway networks influenced sedimentation in Lake Agassiz and
may have contributed to changes in its water l-evel over the
course of the lake's existence (Kehew and ctayton i-983; Te1ler
1'987) " Therefore, a thorough understanding of these inflow
systems is necessary for accurate i-nterpretation of Lake
Agassiz history" Below is a brief account of the temporal
rel-ationship of these spj-1Ìways to Lake Agassiz and their
qeneral sedimentological and geomorphological- affects on Lake
Agassiz" within this context, the rol-e of Lake Assiniboine in
Lake Agassiz history is introduced"

The Sheyenne SpilTway
Retreat of ice from the Red

Cass and Lockhart Phases resulted
Sheyenne va1ley and, beginning

ö

River l-owl-ands during the
in the entrenchment of the
at about 11,500 BP, the



FrcuRE 1--6" Lake Agassiz during the ojibway phase, about 83o0BP" Northeastern drainage bypassed the Great Lakes (Teller
1985, p" 9) "
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Sheyenne River began to fl-ow into the southern basj-n of Lake
Agassiz (Brophy and Bluemle i-983). Deposition at the point of
entry into Lake Agassiz consisted of gravelì-y and sandy
nearshore material grading to thin-bedded fine sand, silt, and

clay toward the deeper part of the basin. These sediments
formed the 2ooo km2 Sheyenne fan (FrcuRE 1--8a) " Deposition of
the fan sediment is thought to have occurred whil-e Lake
Agassiz h/as at the Herman lake level (Brophy and Bluemle
l-983) " Erosion of the southern outlet initiated lowering of
Iake l-evel" As a resul-t, fan sediment was redistributed as

the shoreline receded to the CampbeIl l-eveL and as the
Sheyenne River extended across the fan (Frcunr l--8,b) " Lake
level- then remained rel-atively constant for an extended peri-od
of time and a well defined escarpment r^¡as produced that cut
into much of the previously deposited fan sediment.

During the Moorhead Phase, opening of the eastern outlets
resulted in the fall of Lake Agassiz below the Campbell level
and permitted the Sheyenne River to prograde across the fl-oor
of the newly exposed l-ake plain (Brophy and Bluenle i,983)" At
the Ojata level, the Sheyenne River deposited del-taic sediment
near Fargo-Moorhead (Freunn 1--8c) "

Lake Agassiz rose again to the Campbell l-evel- in the
Emerson Phase with the damming of the eastern outlets (Brophy
and Bluemle l-983) " Flooding of the youngest portion of the
trench occurred and was fil-l-ed by a thinly bedded sequence of
fj-ne sand, silt and clay" Brophy and B1uemle (1-983) believe
these relatively fine sediments indicate the fl-ow into Lake
Agassiz at this time was reduced" The Sheyenne fan again came

under attack by r¡/ave and current erosion and another well-
defined Campbel-1 escarpment was constructed (FrcuRE l--8d) "

Once access to the eastern outlets was reestablished, the
southern basin was agiai-n exposed and the Sheyenne Rj-ver graded
to the newly formed Red River, foll-owing a path 1to 2 km west
of that chosen during the Moorhead l-ow water Phase (Brophy and

1t_
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FTGURE l--8. (a) Deposition of the Sheyenne Fan beginning around
l-l-,500 BP near the southern margin of Lake Agassiz in North
Dakota (Brophy and BLueml-e L983, p.l-80) " (þ) Near the end of
the Cass and Lockhart Phases, the Sheyenne River entrenched
its vaIley across the fan as Lake Agassiz fel-J, to the Campbell
Beach ]evãt (Brophy and Bluemle 1983, p"t-81) " (c) Deposition
of the Moorhead Delta, around LO,900 BP during the low water,
Moorhead Phase (Brophy and Blueml-e l-983, P" A82) "

Infilling of the trench occured as Lake Agassiz rose to the
Campbell Beach level at about 9900 BP in the Emerson Phase
(Brophy and Bluemle 1983, P"1-83) "
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Bluemle 1-983) .

The Souris'Penbina SpiTTway System

FTGURE 1-9 shows a map depicting the proglacial el-ements

of the Souris-Pembina spillway system. Recent investigations
j-nto the origin of these spillways have focused on the rol-e
played by catastrophic outbursts from glacial lakes (Kehew

Ig82; Kehew and Clayton L983; Kehew and Lord l-986 ' 1987, a989i

Lord and Kehew 1-987) " A suite of spilh^Iay geomorphic features
associated with catastrophic flooding in the Great Pl-ains

regi-on have been presented by Kehew and Lord (1986, L987 ) and

will- be discussed l-ater (see CnaerER 4) "

Retreat of ice during the Lockhart Phase allowed overflow
from glacial Lake Souris to abandon the Sheyenne spillway and

occupy the Pernbina spillway (Fenton et af 1,983) ' transporting
sediment to the Pembina fan in Lake Agassiz" This route was

brief ty bl_ocked around LL | 4OO and at 1-L ,2OO BP by ice
advances, ât which time Lake Souris discharged through the
Sheyenne spillway (Fenton et al- 1983) "

The rel-atively smal-1 Pembina underflow fan (approximately
l-30 kn') was deposited in Lake Agassiz (FTGURE L-l-0) by an

outburst that originated from Lake Regina and was transmitted
by the Souris and Pembina spillways through the Lake Souris
and Lake Hind basins (Freune 1-9). The deposit grades from
gravel at the inlet to fine sand towards the basin. Beyond

the fan, sil-t and clay v/ere distributed on the lake fl-oor
(Kehew and Clayton 1983; Kehew and Lord L987) " Deposition of
this sediment in the form of an underfl-ow fan occurred when

the water level- of Lake Agassiz \¡/as at the Herman level or
higher (Kehew and Clayton 1-983) " Flow through the Pembina

spillway ceased when continued ice retreat opened lower
outlets to Lake Agassiz near Brandon, thus initiating
deposition in the Assiniboine fan (Fenton et al 1983) "

a4





FreuR¡ l--l-O "deposited in
Surf ace geoJ.ogy of
Lake Agassiz (Kehew

the Pembina underf l-ow fan
and Lord 1-987, p"1-08) "
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The Assiniboíne-Qu' AppeTTe SpiTTway System

Late in the Lockhart Phase, meltwater drainaqe was routed
through the Assiniboine (Fenton et aI l-983), and most likely
the Qu'Appe11e spillways. The Assiniboine channel, which al-so

carried water of the Qu'Appelle, terminated near Brandon,
Manitoba, where the Assiniboine fan-delta v/as deposited ín
Lake Agassiz. Sun (L992, personaJ- communication) identif j-ed

5 facies associations that constitute the fan-delta: underfl-ow
fan sediments, Gilbert-type delta deposits, nearshore sand

barrier and lagoonal sequences, del-ta and i-nterdistributary
intervals, and braided stream sediments. Several floods have

been responsible for deposition of the underfl-ow fan and

Gilbert-type delta deposits (Sun L992,

communication) "

Fenton et a7 (1-983) and Teller (1-985) suggest that Lake
Agassiz did not become established until- about Ll-,70O BP, and

therefore fan-de1ta deposition must have begun sometime after
this. fce advances at LL,AOO and LLt2oo (Fenton et a7 1-983)

indicates that fan-del-ta construction probably began at
approxiinately 1-ItzOO and ended when lake level dropped below
the Campbell level i-n response to the opening of the eastern
outlets (Sun L992, personal communication) . An rrofdrr fan-
del-ta chronology that suggests these deposits formed prior to
1-3,000 BP and I¡¡as completed before l-2,00o BP (Klassen 1983)

has been rejected (Te11er 1989).
Of al-l- the inf l-ow routes to Lake Agassi-2, the

Assiniboine-Qu'AppeJ-le system produced the largest subaqueous
fan (6400 krn') j-n Lake Agassiz (Klassen 1-983) . Furthermore,
the modern Assiniboine-Qu'Appelle drainage system covers a
significant portion of the eastern Prairies (1-50,OOO km2;

Klassen 1-975), and a plethora of proglacial- l-akes may have
drained, perhaps catastrophically, througth the Qu'Appell-e or
Assiniboine spiJ-lways (FrcuRE 1--l-1,) " These data, in addition
to the presence of flood deposits in the Assiniboine fan delta

1,7
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(Sun L992, personal communication) and in the Assiniboine
valley leading to the fan-delta (TelJ-er et al 1"990) , indj-cate
that several major voluminous inflows of water may have
entered Lake Agassiz from this spillway system"

The Assiniboine River headwaters are in the Porcupine
Hills region of Saskatchewan, but the most significant part of
the Assiniboj-ne vaIley does not begin unti] about l-3 km south
of Kamsack, Saskatchewan in the former outlet area of glacial
Lake Assiniboine (Klassen 1-975; Wolfe 1-990) " Therefore, the
key to deciphering the chronoì-ogy of mel-twater and outburst
fl-ow through, ât least the upper Assiniboine vaJ-ley, must
begin with a study of this proglacial l-ake.

Previous Studies of GIaciaI Lake Assiniboine: Tyrrell (L892),
during his frontier explorations of northwestern Manitoba and
parts of Saskatchewan, r,üas the first to recognize an rrancientrr

l-ake basj-n, where h¡e have now defj-ned an ice-marginal- lake,
from Littl-e Boggy Creek to Fort Pelly, Saskatchewan. He

suggested that terraces along the base of the Duck Mountain
upland hrere remnant shorel-ines of t¡gÌacial Lake Assiniboine¡f .

More recently, Klassen (1,972, L975) considered Lake
Assiniboine to have existed as an ice-contact lake bounded by
the Assinj-boine Lobe to the west, the Sr4ran Rj-ver Sublobe to
the northeast, the Porcupine Hil-ls upJ-and to the north, and
the Duck Mountain upland to the east (FrcuRE L-12) "

Klassen (1,979a) described the basj-n as a rrnearly flat or
gentJ-y irregular lake pJ-ain'r (p. 18 ) , noting that l-ake
deposits are dominantly massive silt and varved silt and cJ-ay,
ranging from 1"5 to 9 m in thickness with greatest
accumul,ations west of the Assiniboine valley. These sediments
overl-ie till or bedrock" In addition, Klassen (L979a) said he
found that, in some pJ-aces, the l-ake sediments are overlain by
a thin veneer of til1 or qravel associated with the Lennard
Formation the younqest late glacial formation in the
Assiniboine River plain" Minor readvances of the Assiniboine

L9
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Lobe after l-ake drainage may be responsible for these post-
glaciolacustrine sediments (Klassen 1,979a) "

Soon after proposing the catastrophic flood hypothesis
for the origin of the Souris spillway (Kehew LgB2), Kehew and
Lord (L987) conducted a reconnaj_ssance i_nvestigation to
explore the potential origin of other, geomorphically simiLar
spillways. They published a Landsat image of the Lake
Assiniboine area that clear]-y shows a l-arqe spillway enteringi
the basin from the north and a sj-milarly large trench (the
Assj-niboine valley) beginning at the southern end of the basj-n
( FrcuRE l--l-3 ) . Kehew and Lord (J.997 ) suggested that this
rel-ationship may indicate that the Assiniboine varl-ey hras

excavated by a lake outburst initiated by inflow of an
outburst at the northern end of the lake.

rn order to increase our understanding and appreciation
of the role prayed by glaciar Lake Assiniboine during the most
recent deglaciation, a study of surface deposits was conducted
in the basin by ülorfe (t-990)" Examination of the sediments
allowed dj-vision of the surface geology into severar-
depositional facies"
interpretation of f eatures such as strandl-ines, spiJ-]way
channels, and eolian dunes r ês wel_l_ as studies of
stratigraphic cross secti-ons based on water wel-1 logs, \^rere
used to reconstruct the l-ate deglacial history of the gì_acial
Lake Assiniboine area. several lake phases v/ere proposed that
rel-ate the formation of prominent infl-ow channel-s, deposition
of major sedimentary units, and the position of the retreating
Laurentide Ice Sheet.

OBJECTTVES

It is the goal of this research project to decipher the
geological history of glaciat Lake Assiniboine basin and
investigate the impact of its overflow on the Assiniboine
val]ey" An inquiry such as this must therefore integrate the
stratigraphy, sedimentology, and. geornorphology of the lake

2L
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FrcuRE 1-1-3 " Landsat image of glacial Lake
(Kehew and Lord 1-987, p.111) " Note large
and leaving the basin, but not extending
North is at the top and width of photo is
km" Arrows designate direction of flow.
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Assiniboine area
spillway entering
aross the f1oor"
approximateJ-y 2OO
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basin area, with the regional geological framework"
Several questions posed prior to this undertaking

included:

1- " How long did l,ake Assiniboine exist and what was the
duration of individual phases?
2 " Did Lake Assiniboine experience dif ferent lake l-evel-s
and cover varying areas during its history and, if so,
what \Â/ere the controlling mechanisrns that induced changes
in these vari-ables?
3 " Did Lake Assiniboine drain just once or h/ere there
several fill- and drain sequences?
4. .rf Lake Assiniboine catastrophically drained down the
Assiniboine valley, how did this affect the sediments and
geomorphology in the basin and at its outlet?
5 " !{hat geomorphological irnpact did the draining have
downstream along the Assiniboine valJ-ey?

To ans!ì/er these questions several- specif ic obj ectives
hrere outl-ined including ( 1) to re-examine the surf ace
sediments and geomorphology of the Lake Assiniboine basin in
greater detail- , (2) to examine the subsurface sedj-ments in the
Lake Assiniboine basin and understand their stratigraphic
relationships, (3) to probe for an upstream source for
flooding into Lake Assiniboine, (4) to document channel-s at
the southern outlet of Lake Assiniboine and eval-uate their
role in lake discharge, and (5) to analyze flood features
along the Assiniboine valley downstream from Lake Assi-niboine.

Following the discussion on the methods of study, the
surface sediment of the Lake Assiniboine area are described
and Ì-nterpreted" Then an examination of the subsurface
sedj-ments follows with particuJ-ar focus on the fine qrained,
rhythmic glaciolacustrine interval. The geomorphology and
rel-ated sediments of the system, extending from the porcupine
Hills area through the Lake Assiniboine basin to the
Assiniboine valley, ì-s then surveyed. Final-ly, these data are
used to reconstruct the geoJ-ogì-cal history of Lake
Assiniboine "
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A multifaceted approach was used to investigate the role
played by Lake Assiniboine and the Assiniboine valley in the
deglaciation of the eastern Prairies" Field and laboratory
studies focused on obtaining data from both the sediments and
geomorphology in the project area"

FIELD IVoRx
Surface Mapping
Several- months during the sunmers of 1989 and L990 r¡rere

spent in the glacial Lake Assiniboine basin, in the proto-Swan
River mel-twater source area in the Porcupine Hill-s region, and.

along the Assiniboine valley from Kamsack, Saskatchewan to
Virden, Manitoba (Freune 1--l-4). Detailed mapping was carried
out in the area formerly occupied by Lake Assinj-boine and
south along the Assiniboine va11ey, whj-le no more than
reconnaissance work can be claimed in the area north of Lake
Assiniboine "

Most of the section roads and highways in this large area
were visited by vehicl-e, and field mapping focused on two
primary aspects" Fj-rst, geomorphological features such as
eskers and kames, strandlines, active and ancestral- channels,
and eolian dunes were mapped onto existing 1-:5O,OOO National
Topographic System (NTS) map sheets. Areas along the
Assiniboine valley covered by gravel or boul-der lags - which
potentially relate to large overflows from Lake Assiniboine -
hlere mapped, âs hrere such deposits within the lake basin
itsel-f " The maxj-mum and averaqe clast size r¡/ere estimated in
the fiel-d" Local- variations in topography were also noted and
incl-uded general terms such as hummocky, gently rolling, and.

flat" In addition, selected roadcut exposures and gravel pits
hrere described in detail " Sedimentary structures, f iel-d
evaluations of grain size, sortl-ng, and rounding a1l_ aided
de]ineation of unj-ts. FrcuRE 1-15a and 1-l-5þ show where major
secti-ons were described" The results of this work are

24
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referred to throughout this thesis, mainly in CEAPIERS 2 and 4"

Sections not individuatly discussed in the text are found in
ÃPPEMDIX A.

This preliminary survey, conducted during the early
stages of the study, vlas critical in establ-ishing baseline,
rrground. truthrr data and deveJ-oping a framework f or more

focused fietd and laboratory studies. These included site
selection for lake basin core drilling and ground penetrating
radar, and detaited aerial- photo mapping"

Lake Assíniboine Basin Core DriTTing
Two extended sedimentary sequences r¡Iere retrieved in the

Lake Assiniboine basin using a truck mounted, mechanical-

holl-ow stem auqer core drilling system (Frcunn 1--1-6) " Vüith

this coring technique, a holl-ow central shaft of the auger is
used to support the waII of the augered hole" A Shetby tube

is then attached to a rod and driven into the sediment

immediately below the hollow central shaft. Continuous core

is obtained by repeatedly extending the hol1ow stem auger to
the base of the hole. Several- 7 cm diameter and 0"6 m long

She1by tubes ll/ere used to obtain and transport the sediment

from the field to the laboratory (Freunr 1':-.7).

interpretations are presented in CsAPtsn 3 "

Ground Penetrating Radar

Ground penetrating radar
Lake Assiniboine basin vlere

shal-1ow surf ace exposures
stratigraphic architecture"

The pulseEKKO IV unit was used whj-ch contains a console,
portabte computer, and 1,2 V battery Source, all transported by

sl-ed (FIeuRE 1--l-8). Although 50 and 2OO MHz antennae \4lere

available, the 100 MHz antennae was used, consisting of a 400

V transmitter and receiver, as this frequency provided optimum

bal-ance between maximum depth penetration and resolution (see
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FrcuRE 1-l-9) " Advantages of this system incl-ude high fidelity
capability and the opportunity to enter, refine, and save data
as it is collected in the fietd (Jo1 and Smith 1-991-) "

The GPR technique is similar in principle to refl-ection
seismic and sonar methods but differs in the type of energy
ernployed (Davis and Annan 1,989; JoI and Smith l-991-) " The
radar generates a short pulse of el-ectromagnetic (EM) energy
of high frequency (100 MHz used in this study) which descends
belorn¡ the surf ace " The propagation of the signal in the
subsurface is dependent on the electrical- properties in the
sediment, which are influenced largely by water content (Davis
and Annan l-989) " If different electrical- properties are
encountered in the subsurface, some of the energy is refl-ected
to the surface" The delay time of this refl-ection is recorded
by the receiver and is dependent on the EM speed through the
sediment medium and the subsurface depth of the refl-ection
(Jo} and Snith 1-991-) " Determinl-ng the EM velocity of the
sediment al-l-ows calculation of the reflector depth. A step-
like survey produces a profiJ-e in metres versus a vertical
two-way travel- time in nanoseconds (FtcuRE i--20) .

If significant differences in electrical- properties of
different sediment types are present, they may produce strong
refl-ections interpreted as lithologic contacts (Jol and Smith
L991-) " In addition, eJ-ectrical properties infl-uence the
attenuation rate of the EM signal. In ref erence to Taer,n l--i-
below, dry sand has the lowest conductivity and attenuation
rates of common Quaternary sediments in contrast to the hiqhly
attenuating characteristics of clay sized material"
Therefore, GPR surveys are most successful in sandy terrane"
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TABLE l--1- " Dialectric constants (A) , electrical
conductivity (B), velocity (C), and attenuation
rates (D) of common Quaternary materials at 1-OO
MHz. After Davis and Annan (l-989) "

Material A

Dry Sand
!,let Sand
SiII
Clay

GPR traverses \,,ùere performed at 1 m j-ntervals with a

transmitter-receiver spacing of 1 m" Description and
interpretation of GPR profiles conducted in the Lake
Assiniboine basin can be found in cHAprER d.

LasoRAroRY STUDY
GeomorphoTogical and Depositional- Facies laapping
In the glacial Lake Assiniboine basin , L:50, OOO

topographic maps were used to ptot field data, including
geomorphoJ.ogy and surface sediments. This inf ormation v/as

then transferred to a L2250,000 base map and was supplemented
by the surface sediment data indicated from water well logs,
i-nformation coÌl-ected from l-:60,OOO aerial- photo stereopairs
and a surface geology map previously published by the
Saskatchewan Research Council- (1986). A revised surface
geology map and geomorphology map of the Lake Assinj-boine area
hrere then prepared from this database " Fol-towing their
completion, a proposed depositional- facies map was drafted.
Most of this work has been described in detail- in !üol-fe (i-990)
and is reviewed in CneprERs 2 and 4 "

More detailed geornorphological rnapping \^/as conducted
al-ong the proto-Swan River valÌey from Pelly, Saskatchewan to
the outlet region of the lake south of Kamsack, Saskatchewan,
using 1-z2O, OOO scale aerial- photographs and 1:50, 000

topographic maps" Results of this enquiry are found in CEAeIER

4. To suppÌement field work , 1-:18, OOO scale aerial
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photographs were used to
l-ate glacial meltwater
valley frorn just south
Manitoba (Cnaernn 4).
topographic maps.

SedÍment Core Preparation and Descríption
Sediment j-n the Shelby tubes \Àras extruded using a

hydraulic piston, placed in split 0"6 m J-ong plastic tubes,
covered in heavy plastic bags to decelerate drying, and
labelled. Tn the lab, cores hrere scraped down to a fl_at
surface" They \Â/ere then left uncovered for approximately 4g

hours which, because of differential- drying, brouqht out

assist in identifying and delineating
flow features along the Assiniboi_ne
of Kamsack, Saskatchewan to Virden,

Data was recorded on 1_:50, O0O

subtl-e sedimentary f eatures.
photographed.

Each 0.6 m section was descrj-bed in detail and graphic
logs were prepared at a scal-e of LzZ (Ãrenrçorx a) . sedimentary
structures h/ere recorded and measured and estimates of grain
size \^/ere made " This information v/as sketched onto the
graphic logs as realistic as artistic abiJ-ity permitted
following recommendations given by Anderton (i-985) " This data
is presented in CneprER 3 "

Brinkmann Particl-e Size Analyzer
Samples collected from two cores in the Lake Assj-niboine

basin were prepared and analyzed using the Brj-nkmann psA 2ol-o
Particle síze Analyzer" Milligram-size samples \¡/ere taken
from cores using a laboratory spatula and scarpel and h/ere
stored in smarl pill bottl-es" samples consi-sting inostly of
silt and c]-ay v/ere immersed in 22 calgon solution, shaken and
covered overnJ-ght to allow the sediment to disperse.
rrnmediatery prior to grain size analysis, each samp]e h/as
pJ-aced in an ultrasonic bath for 2 minutes to permit further
disaggregation. several drops of the srurry b/ere transferred
to a cuvette (FrcuRE t-zl), again diluted with ZZ Calgon
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solution, and placed in the Brinkmann eLectro-optical unit for
analysis "

The Brinkmann Particle Size Analyzer measures individual
sj-zes of grains by util-izing the rttirne-of-transition* theory.
This theory states that the eJ-apsed tíme taken for a particle
propelling at a constant velocity through a laser beam, is
dependent on the particle's diameter" several- particle-r-aser
interactions are then used to generate size statistics for a
given sample. Algorithms reject particl-e size measurements
that have been performed off the centre of the particl-e which
underestimate the particlets diameter, thus i-ncreasing the
accuracy of the data collection" Raw data produced by the
particre size analyzer incl-udes a variety of diameter, median,
and rnode measurements in microns, solution concentration, and.

number of gra j-ns counted.
(approximatel-y 5 mj-nutes per sample) enabled analysis of
several hundred samples"

Two different acquisition modes v/ere employed. Atl
samples from Assin-1-, except samples 1,-L4, utilì_zed the tthigh
resolution moderr, where grain sizes are measured to the
nearest 0"2 ¡lrn to a maximum of 60 ¡lm. Because sand is present
in Assin-l-, sample I-14 and in core Assj_n-2, the rfstand.ard

moderr hras used to analyze them" This procedure measures
grains at a resolution of 0.5 ¡ln to a maximum of i-50 pm. rn
addition, tables were set for the determination of åcJ-ay and
åsiLt, âs well as åsand when the standard mode was used (see
APPENDIX D for AcQUISITToN PARAMETER Sntue) " The clay-silt
boundary was chosen at 4"o pm and the sil-t-sand boundary at
62"5 pm"

Sampl-es \Àrere run untiÌ the particle size analyzer
indicated that at l-east a g9eo conf idence interval- was
obtained. Two internaÌ checks v/ere performed to confirm that
the resultant data v¡as acceptable" First, statistics (FrcuRE
1--22) were inspected to verify that the mean diameter was
within reasonable expectations based on hand sampJ-e

Jö
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Brinkmann
Particl-e Size Analyzer

SÀMPLE NÀME : 23À'
FILE NAME z 23A

DÀTE . 3o/t2/].99].
TIME : 17:18
CoNFIG. :1(0-751)
CELL TYPE : MÀGNETIC (2)
SAI,IPLE TYPE : REGULÀR

Nurnber, Length
Number/ Àrea
Nunber, Volume
Length, Area
Length, Vo1ume
Area, Volume
Volume, Moment

STÀTISTTCS

ÀCQ. RANGE
ÀcQ. MODE
ÀCQ. TIME
SÀMPLE SIZE
REO. CONF.

Nunber
Area
volume

MEÀN Dianeter

o - 5-60
SÀ},fPLE
120 SEC
4 (ÀBORTED)
e8-00 å(v)

1.41
1. 84
2.36
2 .40
3 .04
1 01

5.39

FrcuRE 1-22" Example of
Brinkmann Particle Size

l.¿n
pn
pn
pn
¡rïr
pm
pm

cotrNls :
S.N.F. :
s-D.u. :
CONCENTR.:
SOLTDS :

MEDIAN Diameter

S. D.

1.18 pn
1. 25 pn
1.51 pn
l-. 88 pn
1.99 pm
2.43 pm
2.83 pm

MODË

0.99
3 .64
4 -95

36542
0. 60
2626
3 . OE+o6 #/nl-
2.OE-O3 Z

f.¿m
pm
pm

statisticaL
Analyzer"

o.70
4 .1-5
6. 18

pm
pm
pn

COI.¡FTDENCE

100. oou
95.A22
9a -149ã

output generated by the
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descri-ption (see ÃppENDrx D for complete description of
starrsrrcAl PARÂMEreas) " The voTume, moment mean diameter (FrcuRE

l-22) was used, as this is equivarent to weight mean measures,
such as those determined by sj,eving assuming all grains are of
equal density (see .AppEMDrx D for sTATrsrrcAL Foruur,es) .

secondly, the probability vol-ume distribution \Àras viewed to
confirm an approximate beII-shaped curve (Freunr 1,-23) "

Occasionally, displaced large grains \¡/ere present on the
distribution curve suggestì-ng either agglomeration or sample
contamination.
subjectj-ve tests, the sample hras rerun.

Details of these investigations, including resur-ts and
interpretations, can be found in CneprER 3.

If either of the checks faíled these
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Crmprea. 2 - Gracx¿u, l,¿xp Asslnusomw: Sunp,acp SnplMENTs

A field study of the glacial Lake Assiniboine area r4/as

conducted in the summer of 1-989. Data \Àrere supplemented by
water weII logs, topographic and surface geology maps, and
aerial photographs" Most of what fol-lows has previously been
discussed in wolfe (1-990) " Nevertheless, the descriptj-on and
interpretation of the depositional facies are essential to
review here as these studies establish a framework for the
rational-e for rake basin dri11 core site selection and
i-nterpretation of the cored subsurface sediments presented in
CEAPTER 3 "

GEOLOGTC SETEING

FrcuRE 2-l- shows the major physiographic areas in the Lake
Assini-bo j-ne region, including the basin and immediate
periphery, and ill-ustrates the modern drainage systern.
Presently, the Assiniboine River drains from the porcupine
Hil1s area to the north and fl-ows eastward across the lake
basin. rt then abruptly el-bows to the north before heading
south through the Assiniboine valley south of the basin (Freune

2-L) " The Whitesand River ori-ginates west of the study area
and flows east across the basin where it joins with the
Assiniboine River near Kamsack. Both of these rivers are
relatively narrow and occupy very shallow valleys in the basin
until they flow south. Downstream from Kamsack, they are
underfit" Kamsack creek also traverses eastward across the
southern part of the basin where it becomes a trj-butary of the
Assiniboine River" Little Boggy creek drains the southern
region of Duck Mountain and meets the Assj-niboine River south
of Kamsack (FrcuRE 2-L) " The modern swan River occupies an go

m deep, 1- km wide spillway that bypasses the Lake Assini-boine
Plain and flows to the northeast (Freune 2-r). predecessors of
most of these fl-uvial channels provided much of the sediment
infl-ux to Lake Assiniboine.
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FrcuRE 2-L" Physiography of the Lake Assiniboine region. The
extent of the Lake Assiniboine p1ain, 15oo km2, al-ong with the
del-ineation of the other physiographíc divisions have been
adapted from the saskatchewan Research council- (l-996) and
Kl-assen (7979a), respectively"
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Lake Assiniboine study area.
underl-ain by ihe cretaceous R.iding Mountain Formatj-on. The
Riding Mountai-n Formation is 0-230 m thick , gyey,
noncalcareous silty clay shal-e, with concretionary zones near
the base (saskatchewan Research counci] L969) " This sediment
is exposed at the surface in a streamlined residual ¡rislandrr
south of Kamsack at an el_evation of 434 m (1,4ZSt) " The
bedrock surface of the Lake Assiniboine basin i-s broadry
def ined by the l-5oo t (457 m) bedrock contour l-ine (FrcuRE 2-2) ,
although it is entrenched by the north-south trending proto-
swan River channel by up to l-oo' (30 m). The elevated Duck
Mountain region to the east (FrcuRE 2-3) is not expressed by
the bedrock topography, indicating that the uplands are
constructed ÌargeÌy of glacial sediment (Kl_assen a979a) "

Much of the Lake Assiniboine plain is relatively flat
(FrcuRE 2-4), except for extensive Holocene gurly erosion that
has occurred along the river channels and vaIleys. fn
addition, the topography becomes quíte irregular in the
northwestern sector of the basin south of Norquay and consists
of curvil-inear ridges and closed basins, aJ-though this is not
easily discerned on a smalt scale map (Freunn 2-3) 

"

SURFACE GEOLOGY

surface sediment distribution in the Lake Assini-boine
region is shown in FrcuRE 2-5" rn general, contacts in the
surface geology map pubrished by the saskatchewan Research
council (i-986) were adapted to field observations and water
well- 1og records. Several observatj-ons can be made:

FrcuRE 2-2 presents the general bedrock topography in the
Quaternary deposits are

1" The Lake Assiniboine Pl-ain is distinguished by a large
silt and clay region"

2. The Lake Assiniboine pl_ain is virtually surrounded by
diamicton deposi-ts "
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FteuRE 2-2" Bedrock topography of the Lake Assiniboine area.
After Saskatchewan Research Council (1,969) 
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FreuRE 2-3" Topography of the Lake Assiniboine region"
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Clay

silr

Sand

Sand and gravel

Diamicton

Symbols

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Assiniboine Ri-ver

Whitesand River

Proto-Swan River channel

Proto-Kamsack Creek

Swan River

Sand and gravel northeast

Lake Assiniboine southern

FrcuRE 2-5" surface sediments in the Lake Assiniboine area.Database incl-udes field observati-ons and several_ hundred waterwel-I logs "

of Lake Assiniboine

outlet
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3. There hrere four infrow channels that provided most ofthe sediment infrux, depositing sand ana graveì_ wherethey entered the l-ake, while sil-t and clay were depositedoffshore. These channel-s are the j_) asJininoj_ne River,2) whi-tesand River,3) proto-swan Ri-ver, and the 4)proto-Kamsack Creek; numbered in Frcunr 2-5.

4. These inflow channel-s provided variabre amounts of
sedi-ment.

5" Runoff from Duck Mountain does not appear to havecontributed as much sediment during Lake-Á.ssiniboinershistory as these meftwater channers - at least not duringthe Late stages of the rake, which are reflected in thásurface geology map.

6" The present day shran River valÌey (FrcuRE 2-52 5) r¡/asestablished after Lake Assiniboine -drained because itsmodern route is 30 m berow the ancestral_ sr¡/an Ri-ver
(FrcuRE z-3), and therefore, the sand and gravel northeastof Lake Assiniboine (Freunn 2-52 6) was deþosited after iE
abandoned its course through the Lake esiinitroine basín.rfis sugqests the lake's final- drainage h/as primarily
through its southern outlet (FrcuRE 2-S; 7).

DsposttroNAl FAcrEs

surface depositional facies (Frcunn z-6a) were designated
based on surface sediment distribution (Frcune 2-s), outcrop
descriptions, and. geomorphology. The facies represent
sediment packages that are interpreted to have been deposited
in sirnitar general- environments, and i-ncl_ude glaciolacustrine,
glaciof ]uvia1, supraglacial-, and. gracial- regj-mes. Further
subdivision incorporated generar grain síze and surface
topography. I¡Iithin each of the foll_owing sections, facj_es are
described and then general- j-nterpretions are made, often by
citing representative outcrop sections (Frcunr 2-6b).

GLaciofacustríne sediments (A and B, FrcuRn 2-6a)
The glaciolacustrine sediments occur within the Lake

Assiniboine basin and have been divided into two facies
distinguished by grain size. Facj_es A consists excl_usively of
silt and cÌay, while Facies B is somewhat coarser and is
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a)

Glaciolacustrine Sediments

E
E

silt, clay,'often rhythinic; deposited ín Lake
Àssiniboine;
sand, gravel with minor si1t, clay; deposited in
Lake Assiniboine by inflow channels; Ioca11y
includes eolian sand dunes along À,ssiniboine River
derived from water-l-aid sand;

Glaciof luvial Sediments

sand, giravel with minor silt, clay; deposited along
meltwater channels; IocaIIy includes eolian sand
dunes along Assiniboine River derived frorn water-
Iaid sand;
sand, gravel with minor silt, c1ay, til1; deposited
in ice-contact channels r" includes kames and eskers;

Supraglacial Sediments

E
GlaciaI Sediments

sand, gravel with minor silt, clay; deposited ín
arcuate ridges; collapsed;

E
tr

till with l-ocal sand, qravel lag deposits; water
scoured plain;
tilf with minor sand, gravel, si1t, clay; includes
kames, eskers, and minor clay basins; occasionally
hurnmocky;

FreuR¡ 2-6 " (a) Surface depositional- facies in the Lake
Assiniboine area" (þ) Surface exposures referred to in this
chapter superimposed on the surface depositional- facies map"
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composed of sand and qravel with sí1t and minor clay (Freune 2-
6a) .

Facies A, in places, displays rhythmical_ly repeated thin,
dark clay-rich beds overlying relatively thick, light, silty
clay to cJ-ayey silt beds" fn outcrop, couplets range in
thickness from 0"o1- to o"4o m and basar and upper contacts of
the silty bed are sharp. A typical shal-l-ow rhythmite outcrop
is shown in FreuRE 2-7 " Visual inspection of exposures
revealed that the thickness of the dark, clay beds remain
re]atively constant in contrast to the more variable sil-t
thickness" Occasi-ona11y, current structures such as ripptes
are found i-n the silt beds but most often they contain
horizontal- laminations" Sedimentary structures hrere difficult
to assess in the cl-ay beds but they appeared to be
horizontally laminated with no current structures" Rhythmites
are restricted to the southern part of the basin. In the
north, exposures reveal apparently massive cÌay to silty c1ay"
Thick rhythmic sections incl-ude N/i-2RC1-2 and M/9RCl-9 described
below, while vertically lirnited exposures are at N/i-2Rct-0,
N/12Rcl4, and M/9Rc6 (see FreuR¡ 2-6b for specific l-ocations
and Appsnorx A) "

At N/12RCl-2 (Freunr 2-B), sixty-nine clay-sitt couplets
were measured in the 4"93 in thick exposure. sharp contacts
occur between cl-ay and silt beds" Between couplets 23 and.24,
a O"73 m interval- consists of homogenous (non-varved) silty
clay to clayey silt; this apparent absence of couprets in this
zone is likely due to the poor quality of the exposure in thís
arear So it is likely that the total- at this site exceeds 69
couplets "

At the surface of M/9RC1_9 (Freune 2-9), O"27 m of non-
rhythmic silty cJ-ay to clayey silt is present. Bel-ow this
unit, 52 clay-silt couplets were counted and measured. sharp
contacts are present between clay and silt beds" A pebble,
probably ice-rafted, was found at the top of the silt
component of the lowermost coupl-et with its longitudinal axis
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FreuRE 2-7 " ShalÌow, roadside
APPENDTX A) in Facies A, 1l- km
Notice the alternating thin,
horizontally l-aminated beds"
one year of deposition (l{olfe

rhythmite outcrop (M/9RC7 in
east of Canora (FrcuRE 2-6b).
dark beds and thick, light,
Each pair probably represents
L99o, p"25) 

"
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Thickness {m}

4.89

Description

- rhyÈhmite sequence consisting of very
thin, dark clayey beds over clay couplets
with rare zone of silty clay to clayey
silt; couplet thicknesses (m):
L.0.07 3s.0.06
2. 0.07 36. O.04
3. 0.10 37 . O. 03
4. 0.07 38. O.O4
s.0.04 39.0.04
6. 0.07 40. 0.06
'7 . O. 04 4]-. O. Os
8. 0.07 42. 0.13
9.0.0s 43.0.05
10. 0. 03 44 . o. t"0
11. 0.05 4s. 0.06
1-2 . 0.04 46. 0. 08
13. 0.06 47. O.1l_
14. 0.06 48. O.O7
15.0.06 49.0.11
16. 0.01 50. o.o7
77 . O.O7 sl_. 0.06
l_8. o.o2 s2 . o. l_1
19.0.08 s3.0.07
20. 0.06 54.0.09
2]-.0.04 ss.0.06
22. 0.04 s6. O.O9
23. 0.0s s7 . o. l_4
ìk*rk**t<*t( 58. O. 07
24. 0.06 s9. O.O7
25. 0.07 60. 0.08
26. 0.04 61". 0.08
27. 0.0L 62. 0.06
28. 0.01 63. O.O4
29. O.os 64. 0.05
30.0.04 6s.0.08
31. O.O3 66. O.08
32.0.05 67. O.O8
33.0.02 68.0.07
34. 0.04 69. O.05

FreuRE 2-B " Rhythmic exposure (N/ t_2RCt-2 ) i_O kilometres
southwest of Kamsack, south of Karnsack Creek" Note that
between couplets 23 and 24 (***rt*rtrrrt) is O"73 m of homogenous
sil-ty clay to clayey silt" Refer to FleuRp Z-6b for section
location.
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o.27

2 .64

Descrip'uion

- siJ-ty clay to clayey silt; no rhythmites;

- rhythmite seguence consisting of very
thin, dark clayey beds over silt beds;
couplet thicknesses (m) :

1. 0. 05
2 . 0.04
3. O.02
4. 0.02
s. 0.04
6. O. 06
7. O.O2
8. 0.01
9. O.02
10. o.02
11.0.03
L2. O.oL
L3. 0.04
1-4. 0. 05
1s.0.04
16. O. l_L
t7 . o. l_0
18.0.09
19. O.O4
20.0.03
21.0.0s
22. 0.03
23.0.10
24.0.06
25.0.05
26. 0. 03

27. 0.05
28. O.05
29 . O. l_O
30.0.05
31. o. o6
32. O. 04
33.0.03
34.0.0s
3s.0.06
36.0.0s
37 . 0.06
38.0.08
39.0.07
40. o.07
47.0.0s
42. O.Os
43. O.O5
44. O.O4
4s. 0.04
46.0.06
47 . 0.07
48. O.O6
49.0.0s
50.0.0s
51. O.08
*52.0.06

L.0

FTeURE 2-9 " Rhythnic exposure
of Kamsack. Refer to FreuRE

* contains a 0.04 m pebble at the top of
the silty bed oriented parallel to bedding
plane;

- interbedded siLty clay to clayey silt and
seams of very clayey tilt at top and at
0.20 m; sil-t and clay is of ten laminated
and contains few pebbles;

(M/9RCl-9) 1-2 kilometres southh/est
2-6b for section location.
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oriented. paral1e1 to the bedding plane" Beneath the 2"64 m

thick rhythmic unit is l-.0 m of interbedded silty clay to
clayey sil-t \^/ith beds of clayey diamicton ai ihe iop and at
O.2O m bel-ow the upper contact. The non-diamicton sediment is
often laminated and contains a few pebbles"

using the sedimentological descriptions of rhythmic
outcrop exposures and end member genetic guidelines provided
by Snith and Ashley (L985), the rhythinites are interpreted to
represent varves as opposed to temporalJ-y random surge

deposits on the basis of:
1,. Presence of a sharp contact between the top of the
silt and overlying clay" surge deposj-ts are formed by
continuous deposition and therefore the contact should be
gradational upward between the silt and clay"

2. Silt thickness should vary at any given location,
while the clay thickness remains relatively constant"
Surge deposits are likely to have sil-t and clay
thióknessãs in proportion at any l-ocation because both
fractions are tianáported to the site at the same time
(i.e. thick silt beds will have correspondingly thick
clay beds and vice versa) "

AJ-though intervening non-annual surge deposits may complicate
the rel-ationship in (2), these l^/ere not recognized in outcrop.
Point (2) aLso suggests that the mode of deposition was

different for the two parts of the couplet (Ashley L975).
rrThe thickness of the silt layer fsummer] depends upon the
effectiveness of the sediment dispersaJ- mechanisms,

particuJ-arly underfl-ot,r, whereas the clay thickness [winter] is
essentially a function of settling time Ifrom overf]-owl and

basin depth'r (Srnith and Ashley l-985, p.198) "

Facies B (Frcunn 2-6) is geographically more restricted
than Facies A, occurring where the Assj-niboine River,
Whitesand River, oT the proto-Kamsack Creek entered Lake

Assiniboine. Thus, this group of sediments, consisting of
sand with gravel and silt (including sand dunes) provide the
link between the proximal glaciofluvial sediments that entered
the l-ake and the distal glaciolacustrine rhythmites" An
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examp]e of the continuurn that exists between these relatively
coarse grained glacioJ-acustrine sediments and the finer Facies
A sediments is shown in FreuRn z-j.O. These laminated sands may

represent nearshore sediments that were carried offshore by

waves, distal sediments i-ntroduced to the lake by the
Vühitesand River , oT sediments formed due to varying rltlave

energy on the fl-oor of a shaltow lake (Tel}er 1-990, personal
communication) . In general, very few outcrops l^/ere f ound in
Facies B, therefore mapping was mostly restricted to shal-low

surface exposures and data provided by water well logs. of
the few outcrops found, Do section is considered typical"
Examples include M/9RCl-4, M/l-6RC1-3, Iq/16,7, and M/1-6t3 (FIGURE

2-6b and ÃppnhlDrx A) "

In Vüolfe (l-990), 7 randorn, but representative pairs of
clay-silt samples from 5 outcrop exposures in Facies A (Freunr

2-1_1,) were analyzed f or grain size statistics using the
Sed.igraph 5OooD Particle Size Analyzer (Freune 2'L2a-c).
Average couplet thicknesses in these exposures hlere aLso

determined (FIcuRE 2-1,2d). Based on these data, along with the
sedimentological description and spatial distribution of
Facj-es B, general observations concerning the sediment
dispersal pattern $/ere made. First, the silt:clay ratio in
the silty part of couplet is highly variabl-e, although the
beds are somewhat more clayey on the eastern side of the basin
(Frcunn 2-L2b). Second, the average thickness of the coupJ-ets

generally decreases ahlay from where the Whitesand River,
Assiniboine River, and proto-Kamsack Creek entered the lake
(Freunrs 2-5, 2-1,2d). Exception to this is the average
thickness of 0"1-1- m at N/1-2RC14 (FTGURE z-LZd), just to the
south of N/12RCI-O (Freunn 2-L1,). This may be due to Duck

Mountain runoff. These data, in addition to the distribution
of coarser grained Facies B on the western side of the lake
basin (Freunn 2-6), suggest that during Lake Assiniboine's
existence, most of the sediment infl-ux was from the west"
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a)

b)

FrcuRE 2-L2 " Rhythmite stratigraphic and grain size data (tüoIfe
L99O, p.30-31-). (a) Graphic mean grain size (microns) of silt
bed (locations with two values represent two samples in their
correct stratigraphic position) 

"silt beds" (c) Silt:c1ay ratios for clay beds " (d) Average
thickness of individual couplets with number of exposed
couplets in brackets"
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c)

.02 xo.01

d)

0.17m (18) O.ffm
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Gl-aciofTuvial Sedíments (C and D FrcuRE 2-6)
These sediments have been divided into 2 facies

distinguished by their proximiiy to ihe ice as interpreted
from geomorphology.
glaciofluvial- sand and gravel- with minor sil-t and clay (Frcunn
2-6). Facies D is interpreted as ice-contact fluviar sand and
gravel with minor silt, clay and till (FrcuRE 2-6) "

Facies C (Freunn 2-6) prinarity occurs al_ong the main
meltwater channels including the Assiniboine, whitesand, and
the proto and modern swan River. rt is exposed at several
graveJ- pits due to its val-ue as an aggregate resource" Eol-ian
sands are al-so included where wind has reworked the water-
l-aid, sand-sized material in srnall dunes near the Assiniboine
River. Tabul-ar cross bedding, planar bedding, scour channels,
cut and fill structures, and normar graded beds were observed
in many of these deposits. Sorting, as determi-ned in the
field, is highly variable ranging from well sorted sand to
poorly sorted gravel. clasts show some degree of rounding and
contacts between units are sharp to gradational and fl_at to
irregular.

several- stratigraphic sections (Frcunn 2-r3) illustrate
the sedimentological variability in Facj-es c. Examples shown
are glaciofluvial sediments representative of the Whitesand
River (Freunn 2-1,3a), the Assiniboine River (Freunn Z-L3b), the
proto-swan River channel (Freunu 2-1,3c), and the southern
outlet (FreuRE 2-1,3d) " other sections in this facies include
M/1-6,2a and N/5,9 (Frcuna 2-6b and AppnruDrx .A).

All- of these sections contain sand and gravel, although
the sediment in both the Assiniboine River and proto-swan
River is coarser than the whitesand Ri-ver material-. This
sug:gests that the f ]ow through the Assiniboine Ri_ver and
proto-Swan River r¡/as more j-ntense than through the !ühitesand
River. The coarse deposj-ts in N/5,7 (Frcunus 2-1,3d) at the
southern outlet also suggest hiqh flow regi-me" clay ba]ls
near the bottom of the exposure probably v/ere derived from
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a)

Thickness (m)

L.0

0. o7

Description

- sand and fine gravel (max = 0.07 m,
dominantly pebble); scoured contacts
evident at extreme ends of section and poor
to no stratification near center; at
stratified locations, beds are O.10 m
thick, dip at 2Oo/easL and $/est and are
graded (pebble to sand); sorting is poor at
center but is good in bedded areas; clasts
subangular to subrounded; lower contacÈ
truncates underlying bed;

- fine sand with few granules (2OZ) ¡discontinous, horizontally laminated; well
sorted; Iower contact is sharp where
present;

- sand and fine gravel (max = 0.05 m,
dominantly small pebble); horizontally
stratified beds Less than O.l-0 m thick;
poor to fair sorting; subangular to
subrounded clasts;

- slump;

0.5

1-O

FrcuRE 2-1"3" Representative sectj-ons containj-ng glaciofl-uvial
sediments (see Freunn 2-6b for sectj-on locations) " (a)
Exposure (NI/9,9) 5 km south\¡/est of canora containing material
deposited by the !úhitesand River prior to entering Lake
Assiniboine" (b) Exposure (M/1,5,2) 40 km north of Canora
consisting of sand and gravel deposited by the Assiniboine
Rj-ver prior to entering Lake Assiniboine" (c) Outcrop (M/9,1,)
15 km north of canora containing sand and gravel- deposited
within the proto-Shran River channeL. (d) Section (N/S,7) 1,2
km southeast of Kamsack composed of sand and gravel deposited
at the southern outl-et "
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b)

Thickness (m)

l-. o

0.L

l-. 5

Description

- sand and coarse gravel (max = 0.15 mr
dominantly pebble to small- cobble); no
apparent stratification; very poorly
sorted; subangular to subrounded clasts;
lower contact is sharp;

- medium to coarse grained sand;
horizontally laminated; discontinous to
north; several locations show gravel
infiltration from above unit; very we1I
sorted; lower contact is irregular;

- sand and fine gravel (max = 0.07 m,
dominantly pebble) weak horizontal bedding
near top and weak cross stratification near
bottom ll-lo/ez 1-4O); Iower contact is sharp
and regular;

- fine sand; trough cross stratification,
cut and fill structuresi very weII sorted;

1.0

c)

Thickness (m)

0-l_. o

t.0

1.O-1-5

Description

- fine sand; very well sorted; sharp lower
contact;

- sand and gravel (max = 0.30 m, dominantì-y
pebbJ-e to small cobble); no apparent
stratification; poorly sorted; clasts
subrounded to rounded; lower contact is
irregular and occasionally sharp;

- coarse sand with granules, pebbles; 0.10
m thick sandy beds are trough x-stratified
(2So/south and east); poor tó fair sorting;
clasts are rounded; l-ower contact is
irregular and occasionatly sharp;

- sand and gravel (max = 0.10 m, dominantly
pebble to small cobble) with zones of
trough, cross stratified pebbly, coarse
sand; gravels are poorl-y stratified, poorly
sorted; sands are fairly sorted; clasts are
subangular to subrounded;

2.O-2.5
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d)

Thickness (m)

0.5- L.o

0.80

Description

0.80

- sand and coarse gravel (ma>ç = L.4 m); Iow
concentrations of shale and high amounts of
iron concretions (50 Z) ¡ no apparent
stratificationi clast supportedi very
poorly sorted; clasts angular to
subrounded; unit is more prominent in
topographic highs, discontinous in lows;
lower contact is irregular and sharp;

- sand and fine gravel; horizontal
stratification; matrix and clast supported
(where pebbles are concentrated); l-ower
contact is irregular and sharp;

- sand and coarse gravel (max = 0.60 m);
grading to fine gravel with ctay balls near
bottom; no apparent stratification; matrix
and clasÈ supported; large amount of iron
concretions (but less than upper unit);
poorly sorted; clasts angular to
subangular;

- slump;1.0
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erosion of the lake bed during a period of strong outflow.
Finer grained fl-uvial sediment such as M/9RC5 (Freunr 2-

14) are also found in Facies C" Others include N/5RC3, and.

N/5Rc1-l- (FrcuRE 2-6b,' AppEr{Drx A) " The strata at M/9RC5 begins
with a pebble lag followed by a fining-up sequence of cut and
fil-l fj-ne sand overl-ain by tabular cross l-aminated silt and
horizontally l-aminated silt"

The only area of Facies D is l_ocated southwest of Lake
Assiniboine where the proto-Kamsack creek entered the lake
(Frcunns 2-5, 2'6) " rt consists of several west-east orj-ented
eskers and kames (Frcunn 2-1,5) composed of sand and qravel- with
minor sil-t, clay and ti1l" An exposure of one of these eskers
reveal-ed a complex sequence units (FrcuRE 2-L6) " To the east,
this esker ridge becomes diffuse and merges with Facies B

(FrcuRE 2-6) "

The array of Facies D sediments and structures at M./g,IO
(Frcune 2-1,6) is consistent with the wide energy range of flows
that exist in ice channel-s and tunnels. This is particurarly
wel-l demonstrated in the l-ower part of the section where there
are aJ-ternating cross bedded, clast-supported, open-work
granular and pebbly beds, and matrix-supported, closed-work
granuJ-ar sandy beds (Freunr 2-1,7a).
recognized similar deposits in sandur environments. Fine
sediment remains in suspension during strong and turbul-ent
fl-ow perrnitting only gravel deposition. As the fl-ow \ivanes,
fine grained sediment settles and may infiltrate the pore
spaces. clogging can occur at the top preventing further
infiltration and can resurt in a deposit in which the l-ower
part of the sequence is matrix free (FrcuRE 2-I7b) " This
scenario v/as repeated several times in the lower part of
NI/9,aO"

The presence of ice-contact fluvj-al deposits terminating
in Facies B sand (FrcuRE 2-6) provides important temporal and
spatial restrictions concerning the gJ-acial environment
adjacent to Lake Assiniboine" The configuration of these
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Thickness (m)

t.o
l_.0

o. 57

o.20

0. 10

Description

- overburden;

- silty soil;

- sil-t with rare clay laminations;
horizontally laminated at top, tabular
cross laminated units 0.03 m thick
(L60/south) at bottom; sharp lower contact;

- fine sand with cut and fill structures;
pebble concentration at base; well sorted;

- slump;

FrcuRn 2-1,4 " Fine grained f l-uvial sediments (M/9RCb ) 25 km
northwest of Kamsack" see FreuR¡ 2-6b for section location"
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Thickness (ml

0. 75

o. 7s

Description

- sand and fine gravel (max = O.O7 m,
dominantly pebble); poorly stratified; poor
sorting although good in localized zonesi
subangular to subrounded clasts; Iower
contact is regular and very sharp;

- coarse sand with granules and pebbles (30
- 408); tabul-ar x-stratified Q4o/Nl beds
0.20 m thick near top to 0.10 m near
bottom; normal grading (pebbles - sand) in
upper beds; sorting is fair to good in
upper beds; clasts are subrounded to
rounded; Iower contact is sharp and
regular;

- Iaminated clay and fine sand;
discontinous to north; Iower contact is
sharp;

- interbedded clast - supported granular
and pebbly beds, and matrix - supported
granular sandy beds; cross stratified
(230/N) beds 0.05 m thick; very well sorted
in clast - supported beds to poorÌy sorted
in matrix - supported beds; clasts are well
rounded;

- slump;

0. 10

o.20

0. 90

FtcuRp 2-L6 " Exposure (M/9r10) in esker 13 krn i/úest of Kamsack.
See FreuRu 2-6b for secti_on location"
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deposits indj-cate that i-ce must have been present to the west
of graciar Lake Assiniboine, thus restricting the lakers
westward expansiorr. Further evidence of ice bordering the
l-ake is provided by section M/9Rc j-5 in the southwestern
portion of Lake Assiniboine (FrcuRE 2-t-g) " At the base of this
sequence is diamicton interpreted as material deposited
directly by the j-ce. This is gradationaì-ly overla j-n by
l-aminated silt with pebbles, cray bal-Is , and boulders
decreasing in concentration upward. The silt is ì_nterpreted
as sediment deposited in Lake Assiniboine and the clasts are
ice rafted material.

SupragTacial_ Sediments (E, FrcuRE 2-6)
The supraglaciar sediments (Facies E) are aerially

restricted to the northern part of the l-ake basj_n (FrcuRE 2-6)
and are distinguished by their uni-que topographic expression.
The region consists of arcuate ridges of sand and gravel- that
nearly surround closed depressions (Freunr 2-ag). The l_ocal
relief is as great as zo m and is in sharp contrast to the
surrounding flat to gently rolling lake p1ain.

The irregular pattern of topography and sediment,
characteristic of supragraciar terrain, is produced by
fluvial-, lacustrj-ne, and gracial sediment accumulation between
and on rrdead icerr blocks that subsequently melted (paul l-983).
These landforms develop due to varying rates of ablati-on
caused by uneven accumulation of debris at the surface of the
glacier (shaw t-9Bs) " Differential rnerting produces rel-ief at
the glacial surf ace and supragJ_acial_ sedj-ment collects in
troughs mostly by mass-movement atong the ridge slopes and by
running water (Shaw j_985) .

operational símultaneously and, therefore, generate a complex
sequence of sediments and bedforms (paul t_983). rndj_vidual
troughs are rapidly occupied and abandoned by mel-twater
streams in the constantly changing gracier plumbing system and
may erode or deposit outwash sediment (paul 19g3) "
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Thickness (m)

2.O

o.3

0.5

Description

- silt with occasional pebbles ( l_O% ) , clay
balls (58), and boul-ders (22); pebble
concentration increases towards the bottom;
horizont.al laminations are more prominent
at top; poor to weII sorted; lower contact
is gradat,ional over 0.J-0 m;

- sandy, silty til1 with rare silty clay
and clay laminations; laminations are
disturbed ;

- slump;

FrcuRE 2-L8" Section (M/9RCl-5) 11
(Freunn 2-6b) displaying ice-rafted
glaciolacustrine sediments.

km southeast of Kamsack
materj-al- incorporated into
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FrcuRE 2-t9. Topographic map (contour interval- : 25, )il-lustrating a portion of the supraglacj-al collapsed region
and section described in Freun¡ 2-2I near Norquay" See FrcuRE
2-2O for profile A-8. rrXrr identifies location of section
1q,/16,9 described in Freun¡ 2-21-"
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addition, basins may deposit sirt and clay in ponded water.
Final1y, upon merting of the ice, the sedirnent may compretely
collapse as is usually the case with deposits containing fine
grained sediment of flow till-s (pau1 l-983) " vüith supraglacj_al
debris consisting of outwash fills, the landform may be
preserved producing an rrinverted¡r topography where the former
troughs are ridges, and former ice bl-ocks are depressions
(Paul l-983; FrcuRE 2-2O) "

No exposures hrere found in the depressions, but a >7 m

outcrop focated in one of the ridges (Freunn 2-21,) was located
and described" At the base of the exposure is 4.0 m of sand
and fine graveJ- with elongated, discoidal-, laminated, clay
rip-up cl-asts orj-ented parallel to the bedding planes. These
clasts are abundant and many are large (up to 30 cm). The
sand and fine gravel is wedge cross bedded, with occasional
normal grading" This unit is gradational-ly overlaj_n by 1.0 m

of poorÌy cross bedded sand and gravel with similar clay rip-
up clasts as i-n the lower unit. At the surface is i-. o m of
horizontally bedded sand. rt is separated from the rower unit
by a gradational contact.

section 14/16t9 (FrcuRE 2-21,) is representatj-ve of outwash
that ü/as deposited in a supraglacial_ meltwater drainage
system" The sand and gravel contains well developed bedforms
with severar erosj-onal surfaces, typical of strong epj-sodic
nature of stream fl-ow on and through the glacier. Abundant
granure to boulder-sized clayey c]asts j_n the sand and gravel
unit may have been derived from the drainage of a nearby
supraglacial l-ake with concomitant flushing-out of the
cohesj-ve fine grained lacustrine sediments, along with the
sand and qravel, into a depression i-n the glacier (Te1ler
L990, personal communi_cation) 

"

GTaciaI Sediments (F, FrcuRE 2-6)
Gl-acier-deposited sediments are l-ocated dominantly

outside of the main lake basj-n or along its margin (Freunn 2-
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\
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b) I 650

I 625

I 600

1 550

1650

FrcuRE 2-2o. Highly schematic, two-dimensj-onal representation
of conditions that produced collapsed topography j-n the
northern part of Lake Assiniboine" Stagnant ice fil-led
depressions and meltwater runoff transported and deposited
sediment between the ice blocks (a) " As ice rnelted, water
coll-ected in the depressions forrnerly filled with ice and fine
grained sediment was deposited. Former meltwater conduits are
preserved as outwash-fil-Ied ridges resulting in an inverse
topographic appearance (b). Note the large vertical_
exagiqeration" Refer to FrcuRx 2-19 for location of profil-e A-
B.
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Thickness (m)

l-. o

1.0

Description

- medium to coarse grained sand with
granules and rare pebbles from top to
bottom of unit; horizontally laminated at
top becoming diffuse near bottom; good to
fair sorting from top to bottom;
gradational lower contact;

- sand and pebble gravel with clayey
laminated, rip-up clasts (max = 0.L0 m)tpoorly cross stratified (LOo/S); clasts are
elongated and rounded (discoidal), oriented
paralleJ- to laminations and sand/graveJ_
bedding; very poorly sorted; clasts are
subangular (granitic) to well rounded (ctay
clasts); Iower contact is gradational;

- coarse sand, sand and fine gravel (small
pebble) and clayey laminated rip-up clasts
(max = 0.30 m) i wedge cross bedded units
are O. 10 - 0.30 m thick G2o /8, 2Oo / s¡ ;occasional normal grading in cross beds
(pebble to sand); clasts are elongated
rounded (discoidal), oriented parallel to
laminations and sand/gravel bedding;
sorting is poor to good in graded beds;
clasts are subrounded to well rounded;

- slump;

4.O

1.5

FteuRn 2-21-" outcrop (t4/1,6,9) 10 km south of Norquay in a ridgein Facies E (see FrcuRx 2-6b and 2-1,9 for section locationi.
several- reactivation surfaces occur in the rower half of thesection representative of recurring, episodic flow.
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6) " Exposures consist of dominantly diamicton, interpreted as
glacier deposited till, and are distinguished by the poorly
sorted nature of the material" They have been subdivided inio
two facies based on surface morphology"

Facies F is a fluvial scoured tiII plain with a thin sand
and gravel lag located near the meltwater channel-s" Remnants
of the scours are visible on aerial photographs and many now

contain ponded water" The scour channels located at the
southern outlet are the subject of more detailed analysis in
CEAPÎER 4 "

Facies G is gently rolling to occasionally hummocky till
with minor sand, gravel, silt, and clay (Freunr 2-6) " Tn

addition, Facies G includes kames, eskers, and minor clay-
filled basins similar to, but distinctJ-y smaller in area]
extent than in Facies D and E previously described" The
glacial deposits in the Duck Mountaj-n Uplands have been
previously studied by Kl-assen (1,979a) 

"
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vüith compl-etion of the detailed surface study of glacial
Lake Assiniboine sediments, it became apparent that a refined
stratigraphy and history coul-d only be accomplished by
anaryzj-ng the subsurface. rn addition, modelling lake
sedi-mentation and the mechanisms controlling their deposition
demanded a vertj-cal sequence that hras representative of the
entire lake history, and not simply fragments reveal-ed at the
surface. Two sites were chosen for coring by the hollow stem
auger technique (FrcuRE 1--16) , j-n ord.er to meet these
obj ectives "

Recogniti-on of possibJ-e varved sediments in outcrop
(caerrnn 2) indicated that these sediments might be used. to
establish a highly resol-ved chronology. rdea11y, relatì-ve
chronological control- courd be used as a framework for
outl-ining a sequence of events related to the history of Lake
Assiniboine. Therefore, to try and acquire a complete record
of the rhythnic sediments, it \4ras necessary to rocate the
first coring site in the deepest part of the basin.

FrcuRE 3-l- and TABLE 3-i- present the data that assisted in
determining the l-ocation of the f irst coring si-te.
superimposed onto the depositional facies map (Freunn 2-6a) are
locations where rhythrnic sediments have been described at the
surface and water well- logs in the southern part of the basin
that are indicative of thick intervals of fine sediment. some
of the logs h/ere highry suspi-cious as it was considered
unlikely that over 2oot (60 rn) of clay was present (e"g. wel-l
1og 15188, TABLE 3-1). rf this entire clay interval was varved
and based on an approximate average varve thickness of j_0 cm

usj-ng nearby outcrop data, this may then represent over 600
years of deposition! This h/as considered to be much too l-ong
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TABLE 3-l-" Rhythmic outcrop data and
data plotted in FrcuRE 3-1"

M/9Rc7 - l-0 rhythmites
M/9Rc19 - 52 rhythmites
N/12Rc1O - 5 rhythmites
N/I2R9l-? - 69 rhythmites
N/12Rc14 - 6 rhythmites

6 - l-6 rhythmites

Sections

1308:

O-3' - topsoil
3-23' - clay, yellow
23-26' - clay, grey
26-32' - c1ay, sitty brown
32-45' - clay, silty, black
45-49 ' - clay, silty, grey
59-LL2' - silty c1ay, soft
lI2-ll4' - shale

46353:

v/el-l log

O-L' - topsoil
l--60' - clay, yeJ-low
60-72' - clay, blue
72-80' - sand
80-85' - clay, blue
85-88' - sand
88-95' - clay, blue
95-100' - sand
l-O0-106' - clay, blue
106-LO8' - sand
108-1-12' - clay, blue
3-1-2-LL7' - sand
1,77-L22'-cIay,blue
122-L24' - sand
1,24-141' - clay, blue
74L-144' - bedrock, shale streaks

15188:

o-10,
l_0-90,
90-240

L519t_:

0-l_0,
10-40,
40-s0'

7 6649 :

- clay, brown
- clay, blue

' - clay, blue

- clay, brown
- clay, bl-ue
- clay, blue

0-3' - silt, black
3-L8' - clay, silty brown
18-36' - clay, silty grey
36-49'- clay, grey
49-63'- sand
63-80' - clay, grey
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a life span for a rake of this size ín such a dynamic
deglaciar environment, a view confirmed by subsequent corj_ng
close to ihat site" rt h/as more probabte that much of the
deep rrclayrr might be silty clay of the cretaceous Riding
Mountain Formation or clayey till. Nevertheless, well log
data, rhythmite sections, in addition to bedrock topography
(FrcuRE 2-2) and the distribution of Facies A all- indicate that
the deepest part of the basin is at the southern end of the
l-ake (FrcuRE 3-1-) "

The surface study indicated that most of the sediment
influx to Lake Assiniboine originated west of the basin and
h/as supplied by the proto-Kamsack creek, I,rlhitesand River, and
Assiniboine River (cnaerun 2). rt was decided that drirl site
2 shoul-d be located nearer to these sources in order to
further investi-gate the nature of the suppl_ied material_s and
their temporal relationship with respect to lake history.
rdeally, it was envisioned that this coring site rnight
intersect the transition between distat de]taic sediment and
proximal lacustrine sediment and to enabre correlation to
Assin-1. Therefore, a region was sought that rnight possess a
vertical- sequence containing both coarse (Facies B, FreuRn 2-
6a) and fine grained (Facies A, FrcuRE 2-6a) glaciolacustrine
material.

sel-ecting surface and well rog data to l-ocate coring site
2 (Frcung 3-2, Taei.e 3-2) were somewhat more ambiguous compared
to that used for Assin-L" The core site chosen is rocated in
the area of sandy glacíofluvial facies (Facies c, FreuRn 2-6a),
just beyond the area where sandy glaciolacustrine sediment
(Facies B, FTGURE 2-6a) from the Assj-niboine and vühitesand
Rivers lies at the surface (FrcuRE 3-z) " M/9Rc5 and M/9RC3
(Aeernrorx Ã) provide limited near surf ace evj_dence of
interbedded clay, silt and sand. well ]ogs revealed thick
sequences of interbedded cl-ay, silt and sand (Frcunr 3-2, TABLE

3-2) " Based on these, albeit l-imited data, Assin-2 was cored
at ItXrr (FrcuRE 3-2) "
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TABLE 3-2. Well 1og data plotted in Freunn 3-2 "

Water WeIl- Logs

18970:

o-34'
34-1_ss',
1ss-Ls9,
1,s9-792'

45034:

0-11'
l_L-L9 , -
19-25' -
5639L:

si1t, oxides
- silt, unoxidized
- till, unoxidized
- clay

sand
c1ay, sand streaks
cIay, blue

0-L' - topsoil
L-54' - sand, clay streaks
54-165' - clay, soft blue
165-l-68' - sand, fine
L68-180' - shale

18973:

O-4' - topsoil
4-3O' - clay, ye1low
30-95' - clay, blue
95-150' - sand

45035:

O-3O' - sand, brown
30-65' - c:-.ayt sand

streaks
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The approach to description and interpretati-on of the
cored glaciaì- Lake Assiniboine sediments is adapted from that
advocated by Anderton (t-985). rnitiaJ-ly the cores hrere
described in detail- and graphic logs h/ere prepared at a L:2
scale (Ãeenuorx B) "

strati-graphic units identified in cores Assin-l and Assin-2.

ASSrSü-Í.
UNIT DESCRIPTIoN AND cLAssIFIcATToN

The top of core Assin-L (FrcuRE 3-i-) i-s at 465 m and a
continuous 22 "3 n drill core of dorninantly sil_t and clay was
recovered (FrcuRE 3-3). Five units are distinguished in Assj_n-
1. Measurements of mean grain size provide contror at
approximately 0"60 m (2,) intervals for units 2, 4, and S.
only i- sample was taken from unit lt a diamicton, while more
than 500 samples were analyzed in unit 3 and, therefore, are
too numerous to be individual-ry represented in FTGURE 3-3. rt
should be noted that the thickness and number of the rhythmic
beds of unit 3 sketched in FrcuRE 3-3 are only schematic. A
detailed and graphic description is given in Apprrçorx B.

unit r (FTGURE 3-3) is at the base of Assin-l- between 20.3
m and 22"3 m" This diarnicton is dominantly composed of a
mixture of clay, silt, and. sand-sized grains with pebbres
(<5å), granules (1,52), and granule to pebble sized, rounded
clay crasts (1-5å) (Frcunr 3-4). Analysis of the fine fraction
revealed a mean grain size of 2g pn (medium silt) , z7z clay,
632 sil-t, and roz sand (AppEMDrx D, TABLE D-5) . The wide
distribution of grain sj-zes dísplayed in the probability
vol-ume density graph (Freunr 3-5) attests to the poorly sorted
nature of the material-. No bedding was observed.

Below is a description of the

unit 2 (Frcunr 3-3) is dominantly clayey silt with
occasj-ona1 beds of silty cray containing granul_es and pebbles
(diamicton) in the upper half of the sequence. The unj_t is
5"3 m thick and is separated fromunit 1 by a sharp, irregular
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FrcuRE 3-3 " Assin-l stratigraphy based on detailed graphic logs
(Arennrorx B) . Note that samples analyzed for mean grain size
are plotted (except for unit 3) " Number and thickness of
couplets illustrated in unit : is not to scal-e.
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I
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I

4.52r

1.8't
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FteuR¡ 3-5" Probability volume density
Particle Size Analyzer for sample i_-j_4
unit 1 at 2L"9 m depth"

sB 100 150

Siæ (in picrcns)
I¡g Sæle

graph from Bri_nkmann
(.åreenorx D) taken from
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contact. Grain síze analyses of the non-diamicton sedíment
exhibit a narror¡/ range of mean grain sizes (7-21, pmr" very f ine
silt to mediurn silt) while åclay varies from 2 to 38 (Ãresmrx
D, TABLE D-5) " The non-diamicton sediment appears inostty
massive although some sedirnentary structures have been
identified incJ-uding 5-2o cm cross l-arninated cross beds and
zones of lenticurar bedding with 0.2-0.5 cm thick lenses of
sil-t ernbedded within more clayey sediment (FrcuRE 3-6) " The
silt l-enses are often connected and are thick. A sample from
one of the si]ty lenses generated the highest mean grai-n size
in the unit (2O "91 pm; AppEMDrx D, TABLE D-5) "

The diamicton of unit 2 is composed of massive, poorly
sorted sil-t with pebbles (52), granules (i_5å), and qranule- to
pebble-sized, rounded clay cl-asts; characteristics simil-ar to
the diamicton of unit l-" This sediment occurs in beds 0"5 to
1-3 " 0 cm thick" The beds have sharp, irregutar upper and lower
contacts and are adjacent to zones of massj_ve to poorly
laminated siJ-ty sediment (Frcunn 3-7) "

constitutes approximately 5-i-0å of unj-t Z "

Unit 3 (FrcuRE 3-3) consists of alternating thick, light
col-oured beds overl-ain by thin, dark beds (FrcuRE 3-8). This
is the thickest unit in Assin-1-, spanning i_0"9 m from a depth
of 4"O m to A4"9 m, and is separated from unit 2 by a

gradational contact" Numerous grain size analyses (see
ÃppENDrx D, TABLE D-3) on al-l l-06 of the Tight col-oured beds
indicate mean grain sizes range from very fine to fine grained
sil-t, while samples from several- dark beds indicate mean grain
sizes of primarily clay to very fine silt" Thin r-aminations
of poorly sorted silt and clay with occasional granules
(diamicton) are present in many of the rhythrnites in the rower
part of the sequence" Bedding is overwhel-mingly horizontal,
aJ-though cross and def ormed l-aminations are occasionally
present in the sil-t component. Horizontal- laminations can
sometimes be seen in the c]ay beds" unit 3 was examined in
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greater detail and resurts of this investigatíon are provided
bel-ow.

Unit 4 (Freune 3-3) is i-"3 m thick, occurs at a depth of
2"7 m to 4.o m, and is almost excrusively composed of silt.
The lower contact is very sharp and irregular (Freune 3-9) "

Trough cross laminations and horizonatal l-aminations are
present at the base of the unit (Freunr 3-j-O). At the top,
horizontal laminations are dominant" A sampÌe in the trough
cross laminated zone qenerated the coarsest mean grain size in
the entire core (22"50 ¡-tm¡ AppENDrx D, Taer,n D-5) " Grain size
becomes slightly finer in the horj-zontally laminated zone"

unit 5 (FrcuRE 3-3) is clayey silt and is present from the
surface to 2"7 m" rt i-s separated from unit 4 by a sharp,
irregular contact. Grain size is variable, though finer
grained than unit 4" Although three sampres indicate a range
of mean grain size from onry 6 to j-l- þfr, the %cray varies
significantly more (L4-42r' .Appgr{Drx D, TABLE D-5). Much of this
unit is mottl-ed or poorly l-aminated (FrcuRE 3-j_j_) . In
addition, folded l-aminations are present (Freunn 3-l_j_).

UNTT 3
Introduction
The rhythmic sequence was described and anaryzed, in the

greatest detail because of its rel-ative dating potential and
because these sediments likely were representative of much of
the Lake Assiniboine history.
prelirninary steps to unlock the mechanisms that control-l-ed the
deposition of these dark/light couplets. Much of that enquiry
targeted the varve versus surge deposit origi-n" The couplets
I,ùere interpreted to be annual- on the basis of the repetition
of similar coupl-ets, field described sharp contacts at the
upper surface of the light bed, and the varying light bed
thickness compared to the relatively constant dark bed
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thickness (see cEAprER z) " rn addition, a rimited number of
samples confirrned that the thin, dark bed is dorninantry
composed of clay and the thick, light bed is silt-rich,
consj-stent with the classic theory of glaciolacustrine varved
deposition (DeGeer L9I2, Ashley 1-975, O, SuIlivan j_983, and
others) " The distribution of rhythnicalry bedded sediment
provided much of the geographic guidance in choosing the
corinq location"

The analysis of the Assin-i- rhythmic sedi-ments had
several- objectives, including: (1) to further demonstrate
sedj-mentologically that the rhythmites represent annual
deposits as opposed to density or surge current deposits, and^,

if so, estabrish a floating varve year chronological time
scal-e that can be used to delineate the geological- history of
Lake Assiniboine, (2) to determine the annual variabiJ-ity of
sediment influx, (3) to investigate and outline the mechanisms
responsible for rhythmic deposition in Lake Assiniboine, and
(4) to propose models of offshore sedimentation.

rn order to meet these objectives, sediinentologícar and
stratigraphic study of the rhythnic sequence proceeded on
three fronts. rnitially, couplets were assigned a varve year
number from 1 to 1-06, and logged descriptivel-y and graphically
noting bedding types, contacts and preliminary estimates of
grain size (AppENDrx B) " second, a detaired stratigraphic
examinatj-on hras conducted on each couplet and silt and clay
bed thickness v/ere carefully measured (ÃppEMDrx c, TABLE c-1) "

Finally, a two-tiered detailed grain size anarysi-s on the
couplets was performed using the Brinkmann particle size
AnaÌyzer (Ãeenuorx D, TABLES D-3, D-4).

Data CoTTection and ResuTts
sedímentoTogyz 106 clay-silt pairs $/ere counted in the j-0.9
m rhythmicalJ-y bedded sequence" rn praces, fraqments of
coupJ-ets v/ere interpreted to be rnissing if less than 0 " 6 m of
core \^ras recovered from the shelby tubes" Each varve year
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consists of a thick, 1íght, silty bed overlain by a thin,
dark, clay bed" TABLE 3-3 lists the bedding types and
sedimentary structures found in the couplets.

Contained within many of the thicker silty beds are thin,
slightly coarser, light-coloured, silty l_aminat j-ons and
darker, clayey l-arninations. These laminations occur variably
throughout most silt beds (Frcunr 3-1-Z) " Simitarly, the clay
component is frequently interrupted by silty to siJ-ty clay
l-aminations (Teer.u 3-3, FreuR¡ 3-l-3) " rce-rafted debris is only
present in the l-ower part of the rhythrnite sequence (TABTE 3-3)
and commonly occurs in thin laminations (tess than 5 mm thick)
or scattered clasts often near the middre of the sil-t bed
(Frcunn 3-1,4) " Elsewhere, granules are present in these
rounded clasts, which are otherwise composed of a poorly
sorted mixture of clay, siÌt, sand, and granule sizes (i"e"
diamicton) .

Horizontal bedding is pervasive throughout the unit.
other types of bedding are reJ-atively rare but small- scal-e
cross lamination was occasionally found in the silt bed (Taar.u

3-3) "

di-sturbed (Teer,n 3-3 ) and many show displacement along
vertically restricted faults (Frcunn 3-i_5).
convoluted beddinq was found in the form of recumbent folding
(FrcuRE 3-1-6). Disturbance due to coring is rikely responsible
for much of the deformation at the top of several- of the
SheJ-by tube sections (Freune 3-L7) "

Contacts at both the base and top of the sil-t beds are
nearly always sharp (Tarr,e 3-3) and regular" Rarety is there
evj-dence of scouring at the top of the clay bed (Freunr 3-9) "

Periodical-ly, both upper and lower contacts appear gradational-
over Less than ]--2 cm" Gradational contacts in places
coj-ncide with underlying clay beds that contain interna]
l-aminations of silty sediment (Frcunus 3-L2 and 3-t-3).

Several of the couplets have their laminations

Stratigraphic AnaTysisz

As weJ-1,

The stratigraphic investigation
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TABLE 3-3 " Sedimentary structure data for unit : " (X
: feature r^/as identified; C : convoluted/folded;F :
faulted; S : sharp; G : gradational;) " Note that
varve 1- i-s at botiom of sequence "

Varve

1 (incomplete)
2
3
4
5 (incomplete)
6
7
I
9 (deformed by coring)
l-O ( incomplete )
l_ l-
I2
13
14
15 (incomplete)
16
l7c
18
19 (deformed by coring)
20
27
22 C,F
23 (deformed by coring)
24
25X
26
27
28 (deformed by coring)
29 ( incomplete) s
30F
3l-
32
33
34
35
36C
37F
38F
39 (incomplete)
40
4t
42
43XF
44 ( incompJ-ete )
45XF
46
47
48F
49 (incomplete)
50
5L x
52

Ar B2 c3

s
s
s
G
S
G
S

S

S

s
G
G
S

D4

sxx
SX
SX

sx
SXsx
s

Es F6

S
S
S
G

SS
GSssss
SG
SG
SG
SS
SS
SSss
GS

S

XXxx

S

s
s
s
s
S

S

G
S
S
S

S

s
s
s
S
S
S

S

s
s
s
S

S
S
S
S
s
s
G

s
G

s
S
s
G

s
s
G
S
S
S

S

G
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53
54
55 (incomplete)
56
57
58
59
60x
61
62 (deformed by coring)
63
64X
65
66
67
68X
69
70
77 (incomplete)
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80 (incomplete)
8i_
82
83
84
85
86
87
88 (incomplete)
89 (incomplete)
90
91
92x
93
94
95 (incomplete)
96x
97
98X
99
100 (incomplete)
l-0L ( incomplete )
1_O2

l_03
]-04
i-05
l-06

s
s
s

FS
FS
FS

s
S
S

S
S
s
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
s
s
s
s
S
s
S
S
S
s
S
s
s
S

S
s
S

s
S
s
S
S

s
s
S

S
S

S

s
FS
FS
FS

s

Y

S
s
S
S

s
S

s
s
S
S

s
S
s
S
S

G

S
tt
G
s
s

F
F
F

t cross lamination.
2 Deformed bedding.
3 Upper silt bed contact.

s
S
S

G
s

x
X

s
s
S
G

FSS
FSS
FSS ss

SS

S
s
S
S

x
X

Lower silt bed contact.
fce rafted debris.
Silt laminae in clay bed.

t-0L















consisted of measuring each clay bed, silt bed, and total
couplet thickness to the nearest mill-imetre (Aeenvorx C, TABLE

c-1) in order io expose veriical trends or changes in overall
rhythmite character. For those beds that hlere i-ncornpletely
recovered, thicknesses were estimated based on adjacent
couplet measurements, and are given in parentheses in TABLE C-

1_"

FrcuRE 3-l-8 presents a graph of the clay bed thickness,
silt bed thickness, and totat couplet thicknesses versus the
varve year" For each of these three data sets a saw-tooth
curve, representing the raw data, and a smooth curve
cal-culated by an l-l- point running mean has been drawn. Total
and sil-t bed thicknesses are more variabl-e in the l-ower half
of the sequence, compared to the upper part" In general, the
thickest varves are at the base of the sequence and thin
upwards " Using the 1-1- point running mean, signif icant
reversal-s in this trend occur between varve years l-5 and 2I,
31- and 40, and 86 and 98. Plotting all three data sets on the
same horizontal axis shows clearly that the variation in the
total couplet thickness is al-most entirely dependent on the
fLuctuations present in the silt bed thickness (silt:coup1et,
R2 : 0.945 for 1-1- point running mean data) . Conversely, the
clay bed thickness is relatively constant compared to the
total thickness (clay:couplet, R2 : O"270 for 1-1- point running
mean data), although it too thins upward in the sequence"

However, when thickness data for the clay bed, silt bed,
and totaf couplet are plotted on separate and dilferentTy
scaled horizontal axes, more reveal-ing observations can be

made regarding the variance between the clay and sil-t bed

thickness (Freunn 3-l-9). other than minor fl-uctuations, the
clay bed thickness generally varies in phase with the silt bed

thickness" Exception to this occurs in the upper portion of
the sequence where the silt bed j-ncreases from varve year 86

to 98 and then remains constant through to varve year 7-06,

1_08
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FTGURE 3-18. Clay (open circle) , silt (filled triangle) , andtotal coupl-et (fi1Ied square) thickness versus varve yearplotted on conmon horj-zontar scal-e. Raw data and 11 pói_nt
running mean curve are shown. Thickest runninq mean curve
represents the total couplet.
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whil-e the clay bed thins throughout this interval" This
reLationship is statisticarly shown in FreuRE 3-2o " FrcuRE 3-
zaa shows the silt thickness plotted versus clay thickness,
usi-ng the 1-l- point running mean data, f or varve years 1

through 85" A linear regression reveals that the two running.
mean data sets are positively correJ_ated, although a
significant amount of scatter is present (R2 : 0"535). Freun¡
3-2ob also shows the silt thickness versus the clay thickness,
using the 1-1 point runninq mean, but for varve years g6

through 1-06" For this interval, the rinear regression
indicates that the two running mean data sets are- negativeTy
correlated (R' = O.727) "

Based on thickness trend observations, 3 subunits of unit
3 can be distinguished" subunit :a contains varve years j- to
40 and although highry variabLe, the overall upward decreasíng
total thickness and light bed thickness trends are observed
(Frcunn 3-1-9) " Thickness of the cray bed arso decreases upward
through this intervar. subunit :a contains the thickest silt
beds, clay beds, and the overal-1 thickest coupJ-ets (Taer-r 3-4) "

TABLE 3-4" clay bed, silt bed and coupret thickness statistics.
All- values in mm.

Subunit

3c
(varves 86-
i_06 )

3b
(varves 41-
8s)

3a
(varves 1-
40)

Range
Average
Stand. Dev.

subunit 3b is def i-ned by varve year interval- 4r to 85.
rt j-s distinguished by a rapid decrease in silt and total
thj-ckness from varve years 4r to 50, and then a slightry

1- 1- 1-

Range 7-34
Average L0
Stand. Dev.7

Range 5-36
Average l-8
Stand. Dev.8

CIay

l_-39 37-1,20 5L-L32
9
I

silt

88
23

34-1 60
77
27

40-173
t l_t_

30

Couplet

97
2t

45-t7 I
86
30

56-L92
L29
33
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slor,'rer rate of decrease (although stirl- greater than in
subunit 3a) through to varve year 85 (Frcunr 3-j_9) " rnspection
of FTGURE 3-1-9 shows that silt and toial ihickness variability
is somewhat less in subunit 3b than in 3â, aJ-though
statistically insignificant (compare standard deviation values
in TABLE 3-4). This subunit incl-udes the thinnest sil-t and
couplet thi-cknesses, with the lowest val-ues near the top of
the sequence (FTGURE 3-L9, TABI¡ 3-4). on average, clay beds
are significantly thinner in 3b than in 3a (Taer,n 3-4) "

subunit 3c occurs at the top of the sequence from varve
years 86-106 and is demarcated by an increase in sil-t bed and
couplet thickness in the l-ower part of this interval_, which
then becomes constant (Frcune 3-i-9). Throughout this intervar,
the cray bed thickness decreases. Mean sil-t and couplet
thicknesses are intermediate with respect to subunj-ts 3a and
3b (Tasr,n 3-4). on average, clay beds are similar in thickness
to those in 3b (Taer,e 3-4) "

Grain size AnaTysis: A two-tiered approach to the grain size
analysis of the rhythrnic sequence was performed. rnitia]_ly,
all compJ-etery recovered couplets h¡ere analyzed to obtain
general graÌ-n size curves. These were then classified into
four general types. several couplets hrere then chosen,
representing the four general curve types, and. t/ere analyzed
at a greater resolution"

Step 1) To examine the internaL nature of the
rhythmites, a grain size ana]-ysis v/as f irst perf orrned
primarily on the silt component (Ãennr*orx D, Teer,u D-3), as this
is where most of the grain size fructuation occurs. samples
were co]l-ected where sedimentary structures changed in grain
size (Bengtsson and Enel] i-996) " This technique r/as chosen
over a broad, uniform subsampling scheme, where samples are
taken at predetermj-ned intervals, because that technique
disregards important sedirnentary features, and. may not

l_13



necessarily be representative" The former sampling approach
incorporated the sedimentoÌogy while generating a manaqeable
number of sampres so that a1l- visual-ly disiinguishable silt
units could be anaJ-yzed.

A minimum of l- sample was collected from the bottom,
niddl-e, and top third of the silty portion even if no clear
grain size difference could be seen. Thenr âs required, more
samples hrere taken as grain size fluctuations dictated, to a

maximum of 8 samples per sitt unit" For rhythmites that hrere
not completely preserved in the core, a si-ngle representative
sample was taken. For most coupJ-ets, ât least one sample was
also taken from the clayey portion"

Mean particJ-e size profil-es of all completely preserved
rhythmites are shown in FrcuRE 3-21," In general, the mean
grain síze of the silt bed narrowly ranges from very fine silt
to fj-ne silt with an occasional sample less than 4"0 ¡rrn (i.e.
cJ-ay). Mean grain sizes determined for samples from the clay
bed are dominantly less than 4.0 Á¿m but periodical]-y extend
into the very fine silt range.

FreuRn 3-22 presents the maximum mean grain size selected
frorn the multiple mean parti-cle size analyses done in each
couplet for each completely preserved silt bed versus varve
year. Nearly al-l of the data points plot in the fine silt
range (7 "8-L5"6 pn) " The maximum mean grain size is nearly
constant for much of the series except for three relatively
coarse intervals: varve years 2-7, 4g-53, and 97-l_06. Varve
years 2-7 are coarsest at the base and then fine upwards.
Maximum mean grain size generally increases from varve year g7

to the top of the sequence"
Using the curve shapes of the individual sil_t components

and excfuding the clayey portion, each rhythnite hras visually
cl-assified into one of four genera] types (Freune 3-23, TABLE

3-5). Type i- is coarsest at the base and fines upward" Type
2 is characterized by a coarsening upward trend" Type 3

exhibits two peaks, one near the base and the other near the

L1,4
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t_

FreuRE 3-22. Maximum mean grain size selected from the multipleanalyses performed on each completely preserved silt bedversus varve year" Both the raw data and l_1- point running
mean curves are shown"

2 4 6 B 10 12 14

Mcximum Mecn Pcrticle Size (r-)
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3

Freun¡ 3-23" General
silt components: (1)
two separate peaks,

2

mean particle size distribution curves for
fining-upward, (2) coarsening-upward, (3)
and (4) one central, often diffuse peak.

4
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TABLE 3-5 "
prof il-es in
FTGURE 3.23 "

Varve

2
3
4
6
7
I
l- t-
t2
13
1-4
L6
17
L8
20
21
t9
24
25
26
27
30
3l_
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
40
41-
42
43
45
46
47
48
50
5l_
52
53
54

Cl-assif ication
FTGURE 3-21, into

Curve

t
3
1

1
4
2
4
2
2
4
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
2
L
1
1
4
l-
3
3
2
2
2
3
2
2
3
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3

of mean grain size
type curves shown in

Varve

56
57
s8
59
60
6L
63
65
66
6t
68
69
70
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
81_

82
83
84
85
86
a7
90
91
92
93
õJt

96
97
98
99
to2
Lo3
J.O4
105
106

Curve

2
2
2
3
2
2
3
2
2
4
2
t
4
3
1
l-
3
l_

1
4
1
3
3
1
3
t_

4
L
4
3
3
1
2
2
1
2

4
5
3
4
l_

3

122



top of the silt bed" Final-Iy, type 4 is distinguished by
maximum values in the mid-section of the sirt bed with finer
sediment both above and ber-ow. The rer_atively coarse sampJ_ing
interval for many of the rhythmites crassified as type 4
sugqested that, perhaps, these could be reclassified as types
L, 2' or 3 if more sampres had been taken. FrcuRE 3-24
presents a frequency distribution of these four types. Type
: is the most common, accounting for over a third of the
analyzed rhythmites fofl0wed by type 2, type L, and type 4.
Freunr 3-2s demonstrates that arl- four types are rougrhly evenly
distributed throughout the rhythmic sequence.

step z) six rhythmites, t\,tro from type 1- (varve years 2,
77), two from type 2 (varve years 56, g6), one representing
type 3 (varve year 3), and. one from type 4 (varve year 6) v/ere
analyzed in greater detair to r_) confirm the trends indicated
by the anaryses in step !, and 2) to use as prototypes for
grain size moder-s. For these anaryses, subsamples v/ere taken
at l- cm intervals through the entire rhythrnite. From 8 to l-B
sampÌes were taken from each of these six coupr-ets.

Varve year Z, cl_assif ied as varve ,ttype 1,,, is shown in
FTGURE 3-26 and its grain size distribution in FrcunE 3-27. The
contact at the base of the sir-t bed 1s sharp, and clay rip-up
clasts are present near this contact. Fi-ne hori_zontar_
laminati-ons are visibre in the rower 40 mm and there is a
single, isoJ-ated g'ranule of rock. Fragments of diarnicton are
located at 4s and 70 nm from the r-ower contact and are set
wi-thin a rnatrix of non-visibty raminated sediment. The
contact with the overlying cray bed is sharp. the cr-ay bed is
darkest in the middle of this 3r_ mm portion of the coupret and
contains a r-ens of silty sediment. The fining-upward trend
(FrcuRE 3-27) is consi-stent with that predicted by the step r_

analysis (compare with Frcun¡s 3-21, and 3-23). The coarsest
sample vras taken from the top of the 40 mm horizontalì-y
larninated section in the lower part of the couplet and

1,23
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diamicton appears to be responsibl-e for the fj-nest sample (in
the sil-t bed). Per cent clay is relatively constant through
the silt bed, though sharply i-ncreases in the clay component.

Varve year 77 , a tttype 1rr varve is shown in FreuRn 3-Zg
and its grain síze distribution is plotted in FrcuRE 3-29 " The
contact at the base of the sirt bed is sharp. occasional
laminations are visible at the base and also near the mid-
section of the silt bed" The contact with the overlying clay
unit is sharp" The fining upward trend reveal-ed by the grain
size analysis (Freuna 3-29) is sinílar to that predicted in the
step 1 analysis (compare with FrcuRns 3-ZI and 3 -23) " per cent
cJ-ay increases near the top of the silt bed and in the cì-ay
bed"

FrcuRE 3-30 illustrates varve year 56, a frtype 2rr couplet.
The grain size distribution through this couplet is shown in
FTGURE 3-31" A sharp, faulted contact separates the lower clay
bed from the si1t bed. The sediment is slightly darker at the
base of the silt bed and laminations can be discerned in the
upper third" A sharp contact is present at the top of the
silt bed" A coarsening upwards trend through most of the
silty portion of the couplet indj-cated by the step t- analysis
(FrcuRE 3-21,) is supported by the more detailed inquiry (Freunn

3-31-). Per cent clay decreases through the silt bed but then
sharply increases in the clay bed.

Varve year 96, another tttype 2t. varve, is displayed in
FleuRn 3-32" FrcuRE 3-33 shows the grain size distribution for
this couplet" The contact at the base of the síl_t bed is
sharp and faulted" The col-our of the sediment changes from a
light toned grey to a rusty orange midway through the silt bed
and is reflective of the depth of penetrating oxidizing
meteoric waters" Horizontal- laminations are visibl-e both near
the bottom and top of the siLt bed" Cross bedding is also
visible in the upper raminated section" rn addition, a smar-l-

normal fault occurs in the lower third" A sharp contact
occurs at the top of the silt bed. The step 1 analysis

L28
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predícted type 2 (Freunn 3-2J,) for this varve year but this is
not supported by the step 2 study (FrcuRE 3-33). At least two
grain size peaks can be distinguished; one near the base and
another in the mid to upper third of the siLt bed (centred on
70 mm in Freuns 3-33) " A third peak may also be present near
the upper contact. This varve year should, therefore, be re-
cl-assified as type 3 " per cent clay is reÌatively constant
through the silt bed and then abruptly increases in the clay
bed.

Varve year 3 , represents a tttype 3 r varve and is shown in
Ftcune 3-34; its grain size distribution is illustrated in
FrcuRn 3-35. The base of the silt bed is sharp" Horizontal
laminations are visible near the lower contact and fragrnents
of dianicton are present midway through the sil-t bed. A sharp
contact separates the upper clay bed from the silt bed" The
clay bed appears darker in the middle" The step 2 grain size
analysis depicts two j-ncreases in particle size in the sirty
portion consistent with the step l- resu]ts (FrcuRE 3-3s ì
compare to FrcuRrs 3-21, and 3-23). rn contrast to varve year
96, the larger peak occurs at the base of the silt bed. per
cent clay is stabte until an increase occurs near the top of
the silt bed"

Varve year 6, classif ied as varve tttype 4n in step l- is
presented in FteuRe 3-36 along with its grain size distribution
in FreuRe 3-37 " A sharp contact separates the silt bed from
the underlying cì-ay bed " The silt bed is massi-ve and no
l-aminations are visible. Fragments of diamicton occur in the
mid and upper third of the sil-t component. The upper contact
with the clay bed is gradational. The steadily increasing
coarsening upward trend through two-thirds of the silty
component determined by the step 2 grain size analysis (FrcuRE
3-37) indicates that this couplet is more simil-ar to type 2

(compare to FrcuREs 3-2r, 3-23) " per cent clay decreases
upwards and then increases at the top of the sil_t bed and on
through the clay bed il-l-ustrative of the upper gradational

1-3 5
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contact "

TABLE 3-6 compares the varve type based on grain size
distribution using the step 1 and step 2 techníques" Analysis
of one sarnpÌe (varve year 6) suggests that type 4 can be
resolved into types 1--3 using a f iner sampling interval-.
AJ-though many tttype 4rr varves in FrcuRE 3-21- contain reJ-atively
few samples, further analyses are required to confirm if they
coul-d all be re-classif ied into types i_-3. All_ but i_ of the
5 remaining step 2 analyses supported the trend predicted by
the step 1- study.

TaeL¡ 3-6" Step l- and step 2 curve type results"
Varve

2
3
6
56
77
96

ASSTN-2
UNIT DESCRIPTION AND CLASSTFICATION

Assin-2 (FrcuRE 3-38) was dril-led at an elevation of 4gB

m and cored sedi-ment vras col-lected to Zg.O m below the
surface, although several intervals near the bottom are

Step 1

1
3
4
2
L
2

missing (FrcuRE 3-38).
berieved that a water saturated sand unit hras encountered
which forced the coring operation to terminate. samples for
grain size analysis were taken at approximateJ_y 0.6 m (2r)
interval-s for the enti-re core" Assin-2 was subdivided i-nto
f j-ve units. These units hrere analyzed in detail comparable to
the non-rhythini-c units of the Assin-l core" A detail-ed and
graphic description is gi-ven in Appn¡rorx B.

Step 2

1
3
2
2
1
3

Unit 1- (Freunn 3-38), present below a depth of j_8.0 m,

consists dominantly of silt and contains abundant sedimentary

1,40

Bel-ow approximately 29 m, it is
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FrcuR¡ 3-38. Assin-2 stratigraphy based on detailed, graphic
logs (ÃppEtüDrx B) " Note that samples analyzed for mean grain
size are plotted" Several intervals near the bottom of the
core were not recovered.
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structures. Although about 652 of this unit is missing, there
is no significant vertical change in sediment type nor
sedimentary structures in the portion recovered. Mean grain
size varies from 33 pm (coarse sitt) at the base to 23 pm

(medj-um silt) at the top of the unit (AppENÐrx D, TABLE D-6) "

Variation in åclay, ?silt, and ?sand are as foll-owsz 3-1-4, B1-
95 , and 2-1,O, respectiveJ-y (Aeenmorx D t TesL¡ D-6 ) " A wide
range of sedimentary structures are present and include
horizontal laminations, planar and trough cross l-amination
(Frcunr 3-39) | and type A climbing ripples (FrcuRE 3-4O) of
Smith and Ashley (l-98s) .

Unit 2 (Freunn 3-38) occurs between depths of i_3"9 m and
1-8.0 m with 1"2 m missing near the bottom of this unit. In
qeneral, this interval is composed of sil_t but is finer
grained (contains no rneasurable sand; AppENDrx D, TABLE D-6) and
does not exhibit many of the sedimentary structures of unj-t 1.
The contact with unit 1- is gradational over 5 cm. Mean grain
size results for most of this unit falr within the fine silt
range (ÃppENDrx D, TABLE D-6) and together with the Zcl.ay,
display a gentle fining upwards trend (FrcuRE 3-39) "

Laminations are visible, mainly at the base of this unit and
contain rafted clasts of subrounded silt and clay (i.e.
diamicton) (Freunr 3-41-) " rsol-ated granules are embedded in
the fine sil-t sediment at the base and near the top of unit z.
Horizontal laminations are occasj-onaÌIy discernable in the
fine silt sediment, otherwise it is apparently massive (Freunn

3-4r-).
Two relatively coarser beds occur near the top of the

interval" The lower coarse bed is 23 cm thick with an average
mean grain size of 17 pm (nedium silt) and contains 222 clay
(Aernrorx D, TABLE D-6). The upper coarse bed is i-5 crn thick
(Freune 3-42) and possesses simil-ar grain size statistics (mean

2a pm medium sil-t, l5Z clay; ÃppENDrx D, TABLE D-6).
Contacts, where observed in the core, are sharp and irregular.
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No visible stratification is present in these two coarse beds

(FrcuRE 3'42) "

Unit 3 (Frcunn 3-38) is defined between 9.4 m and 1-3.9 m

and is in sharp contrast to the previousty described units.
Core description indicated average grain size in the fine to
rnedium sand range but samples were analyzed to only 1-50 ¡lm and

therefore, mean grai-n sizes and %sand are minimal estimates
(Freune 3-43) " Unit 3 is separated from unit 2 by a sharp'

irregular contact (FrcURE 3-44) " Near the rnid-section of the
unit are granuLe-size, disseminated fragments of coal-" At the
base are tabular sets of cross bedding (Freune 3-45).
Stratification is vague throughout the rest of the unit and

poor core quality prevents more detailed identification and

description of the sedimentary structures"

Unit 4 (Freune 3-38) is the thickest ínterval in the
Assin-2 core, spanning 7"1- m from a depth of 2.3 m to 9.4 m.

It consists of interbedded silt and clayey silt beds near the
bottom becoming dorninantJ-y sil-t in the upper half of the
interval. The lower contact with the sand of unit 3 was not
recovered.. This unit is considerably more variable in grain
size than the underlying units (8 pm - 34 pm: fine to coarse

grai-ned sil-tr' APPENDIx D, Taslr D-6) " This is also expressed in
the ?clay, åsi1t, and åsand ranges (4'25,73-95,0-8'
respectively; APPENDIX Ð, TABLE D-6). As welI, sedimentary

structures are quite variable. In the lower part of the
intervaL are a 5 and 20 cm zone containing both planar and

trough cross beds, with each bed averaging I-4 cm in
thickness. These beds are composed of silt and sand. Other

sil-t beds contain horizontal laminations, whil-e cÌayey beds

appear massrve"
horizontal, and massive beds are usually sharp"

At the base of the upper silt is f ol-ded l-aminated

sediment (Freunn 3-46) " Between 4 "9 m and 6 "L m are 1-1

rhythmic couplets averaging l-00 mm (55-1-55 rnrn) in thickness"

L47
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Both parts of the couplet are medium to coarse grained sitt
and are only distinguishable by theÍr larninatj-ons. one part
is composed of thin (l-o-50 mm), horizontally laminated silt
units and the other is thicker (4o-1-zo mm), apparently massive
silt (FrcuRE 3-47) " contacts between these two components are
dominantJ-y gradationat. Two sets of paired samples from both
the l-aminated and mass j-ve beds revealed no signif icant
difference in mean grain size (FrcuRE 3-39) " The upper portion
of this interval is horizontally laminated"

unit 5 (Freunr 3-38) is present from the surface down to
2.3 m and is composed dominantry of sand. These sediments are
separated from the lower unit by a sharp, gently irregurar
contact. sirniLar to unit 3 | mean grain sizes and ?sand
measured in this unit (Arnnruorx D, TABLE D-6) represent rninimal
estimates due to instrument limitations. The upper 0.9 m

consists of fine grained, very well sorted, ye1Ìow sand (FreuRE

3-48). rt is estimated to be slightly coarser than the very
fine grained sand to sandy silt in the lower 1.4 m (Frcunn 3-
49) " These two beds are separated by a sharp, regular
contact. occasionally, horizontal- laminations are visible
near the base of this unit, otherwise the sand is apparently
massive.
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INTRODUCTÏON

Classification of glacier-fed lakes is dependent on the
proximity to the ice margin (Tenr,n 3-7) "

TABLE 3-7. Classification of glacier-fed lakes
(Ashl-ey l-988, p"244) "

Glacier-fed Iakes

A" Tce-contaet lakes
1. Subglacial lakes

2. Supraglacial lakes
a) Tsolated thermokarst
b) Ice stagnation lake

3. Ice-marginal lakes
a) Dammed by ice
b) Dammed by topography

1- ) River lakes
2, Semi-permanent

B. Dista1 lakes

Those lakes that are at least partially in direct contact with
stagnant or acti-ve ice are termed |tice-contact l-akesrr, and

those that depend on glacial meltwater but are not intimately
associated with the ice front are called ttdistal fakesrr. Ice-
contact lakes may be subglacial, supragJ-acial-, or ice-marqinal
and may be dammed by ice or topography. Supraglacial- Iakes
are formed as melting occurs in closed depressions or
complexly ínterconnected systems. Those constrained by the
presence of ice typically drain and refil-l- on a recurring
basis" other i-ce-contact water environments include river
l-akes, which are commonly shalJ-ow, have a low vol-ume in
comparison to the inflowing and outflowing rivers and possess

a low residence time; usually most of the sediment is
transported through this type of l-ake resulting in 1ow

L56
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sedimentation rates (Smith and Ashley 1-985). Of all these
glacioJ-acustrine subenvironments, the most abundant and
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ice margin (Smith and Ashley 1-985), such as Lake Assiniboine"
Interpretation of the Assin-1 and Assin-2 sediments

described j-n CEAeTER 3, PART A must therefore attempt to
incorporate the myriad of sediment dispersal- mechanisms and
factors that infl-uence glaciolacustrine sedimentation in this
prominent and dynamic depositional- regime" only then can the
variety of offshore sedimentary products present in Assin-l-
and Assin-2 be adequately assessed"

GÏ,ACTOT¡ACUSTRINE PROCESSES
SEDIMENT DTSPERSAL M¡cHaIqTsI,Ts IN GLACIER.FED LAKES

Several factors and mechanisms account for sediment
dispersal in glacier-fed lakes and the distributj-on and
character of offshore deposits" Perhaps most important is the
physicaJ- interaction between inflowing streams and the
standing l-ake water" As an inflowing stream enters a lake,
turbulent eddies along the margins of the inflowing plume
induce rnixing with lake waters (Smith and Ash1ey 1-985) "

Several factors influence the manner by which inflow mixJ-ng

occurs, includÍng stream discharge and velocity, channel
cross-sectional shape, and volume of suspended particles.
However, the density relationship between the stream and lake
water and the density distribution in the lake water col-umn is
most critical (Srnith and Ashley 1"985) .

Basically, four different fl-ow types can occur (Freune 3-
50). If the plume is l-ess dense than the lake water, it wilt
spread over the surface of the lake and is termed an overflow"
Conversely, an underflow occurs due to the influx of a more
dense current into relatively light lake water" Interflows
may develop if the flow density is intermediate between an
upper lighter strata (e"9" epiliinnion) and lower more dense
strata (e.9. hypolimnion) " FinaLl-y, homopycnal fl-ow occurs in
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A Strotif ied lnf low

B

&

Homopycnol lnf low

OVERFLOW

FTGURE 3-50. Stratified (A) and homopycnal (B) sediment
dispersal currents" Stippled pattern represents turbid
inflows whose density is different from at least part of the
lake water (A) and equal to the lake water (B) (Smith and
Ashley 1985, p"1-50) "

INTERFLOW
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lakes that are poorly stratified and whose density is similar
t.o the inflowing Plume"

Overflows are generally the l-east important currents to
transport sediment to glacier-fed lakes (Smith and Ashley

l-985). Since overflows demand inflow to be Less dense than

the lake I^rater, they must not contain much suspended sediment.

Overflows are therefore rare during the Summer months when

sediment input is greatest and lakes are thernally stratified.
Interflows are relatively more common and are

particularly prominent in distal lakes that receive a light
sediment l-oad (Srnith and Ashley 1-985) " Interflows develop

when the incomì-ng plume sinks to a depth equalled by its
density. At this plane, normally near the metalimnion, the
plume spreads horizontally along the equal density surface.
Turbulence retains the fine sediment in suspension, while only
the coarse fraction settles. Thus, the thermocline acts aS a

porous sediment trap (Srnith and Ashley 1-985) "

Sedj-ment di-spersal from interflow and overflow currents
are often affected by stresses imparted by wind and the
Coriolis force, which d.eflects sedimentation in a

counterclockwise direction in the Northern Hemisphere (Smith

L978). Sediment from both overflorÀIs and interflows is
deposited continuously by suspension and draped over the
entire lake bottom below the levet of the fl-ow (Reirner L984) .

Underflows are considered to be the dominant sediment

di-spersal mechanism in glacier-fed l-akes (Smith and Ashley

1_g85). High density stream currents can produce quasi--

continuous underflow density currents in lakes.
Alternatively, debris fl-ows initiated by unstable basin slopes

may generate episodic underflol¡I surqe currents (Ashley l-988) "

Regardless, the sinking plume flows down the lake margin to
the lake floor and seeks the topographically lowest areas; its
distribution is controll-ed by gravity in contrast to the
Coriolis force and wind-determined overflow and underflohl

dispersal. Deposition from underflows tends to be periodic
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(Reimer Lg84) and is accomplished by both traction current and

suspension fall-out in the deepest part of the lake. The

geometry of the lake floor, including the depth, area, and

rel-ief therefore plays a critical role in the dispersal
patterns of these bottom-hugging currents (Ashley 1-988) "

Sediment deposition from underfl-ow currents occurs as a
function of (1) the reduction in velocity of the plume as it
interacts with the l-ake water, and (2\ the reduction in
velocity due to friction induced by contact with the lake

f loor (Srnith and Ashtey l-985) . Underf lohrs tend to form during
periods of maximum sediment input and therefore v/il-l dominate

Iacustrine deposits because of their ability to transport
sediment, even if they are relatively rare (Snith and Ash1ey

]_e8s).
Homopycnal rnixing is uncommon in glacier-fed lakes

because the density of inflowinq meltwater is usually
different than some part of the lake water column (Smith and

Ashley l-985) " However, they can occur in rel-atively shal-low

lakes, hrhose lack of depth prevents thermal- stratification and

whose inflowing streams have deposited much of their load

upstream (Srnith and Ashley 1-985).

Despite the varied sediment dispersal- mechanisms, severaf

generalities can be stated. Sand and gravel is deposited

nearest to the point of melLwater stream entry whil-e finer
silt and clay particles are transported offshore" The

direction and number of sediment sources that suppl'y the l-ake

generate local proximal-distal- trends within the overall
lacustrine setting (Freunn 3-51-) "

sedimentation patterns may resuLt due to potential overlapping
of rnultiple sediment inputs . Furthermore, inf luxes f rorn

varied sources may be contemporaneous or temporally distinct"
Finally, sed.imentation rates are highest durinq the summer

when meltwater f low and sedi-ment loads in streams are g:reatest

(Srnith and AshleY 1-985).
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SINGLE SOURCE OfR€CTION

ICE-MARGINAL ICE-CONTACT LAKE

DISTAL LAKE

MULTIPLE SOURCE DIRECTIONS

ICE_STAGNATION KETTLELAKE

OISTAL LAKE

&
FrcuRE 3-51-. Several hypothetical
multiple source scenarios (AshJ-ey

ICE-STAGNATION LAKE NETWORK

examples of
1988 , p"248) 

"
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PHYSTCAL PRoCESSES IN ICE-CONTACT LETNS

Many of the processes previously discussed apply to both
ice-contact and distal lakes. Hohlever, several mechanisms are
specific to lakes bordering ice which can significantly
influence the sedimentary product" These include (1) the
thermat effects of adjacent marginal ice, (2) subaqueous

meltwater
concentration, (3) ice-rnarginal deposition, (4) the rol-e of
icebergs, and (5) oscill-ating water levels and the ephemeral
nature of ice-contact lakes (Snith and Ashley 1"985) "

Readily available O"C water supplied to the lake by the
adjacent ice can alter or disturb the normal thermal-

stratification that develops due to surface heating (Smith and

Ashley L985) " This meltwater may occur as channelized flow,
or be supplied by direct melting at the ice-lake interface or
from floating icebergs. FIcURE 3-52 shows how the thermal-

structure can be effected by marginal ice and, as mentioned
above, the character of l-ake water-density stratification is
critical to the distribution of inflowing currents.

Adjacent ice may provide meltwater that is released
directly into the l-ake by subaqueous flow through englacial or
subglacial conduits (Smith and Ashl-ey 1-985). These channels
may transport very coarse materj-aI and deposit sediment in the
form of fans at channel mouths. Alternatively, sediment may

collect as a lag on the channel floor and l-ater become

assimilated into the lake sediments upon glacial retreat,
forming ice-cored esker ridges (Smith and Ashley 1,985) "

In addition to meltwater, the ice margin can provide a

source of till- to the l-ake sediments. Subaqueous debris fl-ows

may develop frorn slumping off the ice front or, if the ice is
floating, release of sediment from the subglacial surface and

influx containinqr significant sediment

deposition by suspension may occur.
TacustrotiTT is deposited by flow rnechanisms, while
insufficient water depth prevents significant sorting and the
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accumulation of waterlaid ti77 sedíment in the l-atter (May

L977). As these sediments have undergone some, Yet timited
reworking by waier, they are not considered as till per sêr

and in fact the deposits display features conmon to both titl
and glaciolacustrine sediments (May 1-977) " ImportantfY' these

deposits are reflective of a nearby ice margin (Snith and

Ashley l-98s) "

calving of ice can occur either from (1) cliffs, which

develop at the margins of grounded ice, or (2) ramps which

require deeper water (Smith and Ashley 1985) " Fluctuating
water levels may provoke fracture in ice ramps by excessive
upward and downward bending and result in iceberg calving
(Holdsworth 1-973) " Icebergs can affect the lake bottorn in a

variety of \^tays (Smith and Ashley 1-985). They may disturb
l-ake water circul-ation and disperse debris over the lake floor
in the form of laminated, poorly sorted sediment or as

individual dropstones. Icebergs that come into contact with
the l-ake floor rnay mobilize sediment and generate subaqueous

flows or produce scour marks"
In his studies on iceberg rafting in Gl-acier Bay, Alaska'

Ovenshine (Lg7O) recognized three different mechanisms that
reLease sediment from icebergs to the Lake water: (1) tilting'
fragmentation, or overturning of the iceberg, (2) mudflow and

slumping induced by the accumul-ation of sediment on steep

slopes of the iceberg, and (3) transport of sediment by

meltwater rivulets that develop due to melting" In (1) and

(2) , the release of sedj-ment is sudden and the potential is
great for rapid accumulation of large quantities of rnaterial,
whereas, in (3), a Slohler, more continuous supply of sedirnenL

occurs (Ovenshine 1'97O) "

Ice-contact lakes are notorious for their ephemeral

nature and frequent changes in prominent sedimentological
factors including position and amount of infl-ux and water
depth (Smith and Ashley 1-985). As they are dependent on the
ice marqin for survival, slight changes in the ice front
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position can have dramatic effects. Lake level chang'es at

irregular or annual cycles (e.g. ice-dammed Base camp Lake;

clement :-:g84) can occur when the ice acts as a barrier to the

lake and subglacial or englacial drainage exists (snith and

Ashley 1985). smith and Ashley (l-985) indicate that the

effects of major water leveL changes on sedimentation are

probably significant, but as of yet are largely unexplored"

With a prominent decrease j-n water level, redistribution of

lake floor sediment by scouring and slumping, grounding of

icebergs, d.ecrease in wave base, and change in the sediment

dispersal patterns of inflowing currents may all effect lake

sedimentation (Srnith and Ashley l-985) "

SEASONAL AND NONSEASONAL VARIATTONS IN MELTWATER TT¡IIIUX

Inherentintheprecedingdiscussiononvarious
glaciolacustrine processes which ultimately determine the

character of the deposits, has been the dominant control of

ice proxirnity. superimposed on this is a secondary control

manifested in the seasonal and nonseasonal factors that

infl-uence sediment-laden, meltwater runoff input to the lake

environment (AshIeY 1-988) "

srnith (1-978) recognized five orders of inflow variation
that are closely correlated with changes in air temperature in

the sedimentary deposits of Hector Lake, Alberta; a lake whose

main source of influx is from nival and glacial meltwater" In

order of increasing sediment input, they include diurnaT,

subseasonal, seasonaT, annu'a7, and exceptional inl7ow

meltwater influx variations.
During intervals of \Àlarm weather, diurnal variations in

discharge, suspended sediment concentration, and water

Lemperature in response to the daily insol-ation cycle \^/ere

recognized in Balfour stream; a glaciat river that provides

sediment i-nput to Hector Lake (smith 1-978) " conversely, these

variations are depressed during interval-s of cool weather"

subseasonal flows, spanning hours to severaÌ days' occur
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due to fluctuations in the local weather such as warm and cool

periods or rainy intervals (srnith ]978) " Tndividual rainstorm

eventsarelargelyresponsibteformostoftheinflowona
subseasonal scale"

Seasonal variations in meltwater influx are controlled by

nival melting in the late spring and glacial ice melting in

the surnmer. Siqnificant nival melting is dependent on

suffici-entsnowaccumulationandarapidmeltingrate"
Glacier ice rnelting is enhanced by periods of l^¡armf cLear

weather. At Hector Lake, rneltwater influx derived from the

glaciermeltisnormallygreaterthanthatproducedfromthe
melting of sno\Àr, and a phase of reduced meltwater flow often

occurs in the intervening period (srnith Lg78) " Distinction of

the two seasonal- meltwater ftow intervars may be enhanced by

a delay in glacial runoff (stenborg LgTo; smith 1978) ' The

principalcausesforthisdelayincludetheformationof
slush'temporarymeltwaterstorageindeepfirnpacks,andthe
closure of major drainage conduits by freezing during the

winter (Stenborg 1-970) " In all cases' the influence of

melting ice (and its snow cover) may be directty into the ice

marginal].akeorviaoverlandflowbeyondthemarginofthe
ice.

Annualcyclesofinflowtothelakefromtheglacierare
recognized in response to relatively high volumes of infLux

during ice-free months on the lake, âS compared to reduced

input during the ice-covered months (Smith L978) '

Finally, on rare occasions exceptional infl-ows occur due

to a major flood or jokulhlaup event (Smith l-978) "

Recognitionofthesej-nflowvariationsín
glaciolacustrine deposits is strongly control-l-ed by influx

proximity(SmithLgTs)"Asanincomingf]-owentersthelake
water, i-ts capacity, and therefore its depositional impact, is

reduced with increasing distance from the point of inflow'

Therefore, proximal sites may possess a record of atl five

orders, whereas more distal sites may not contain any
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recognizable inflow variation. In addition, in lakes with a

significant deglaciated drainage basin, runoff from rainfall
may be expected io also influence infl-ux to the l-ake (Smith

]-e78 ) "

SEDIMEb¡T CORE INTERPRETÂTIOT : ASSTN-I
UNrrs L, 2, 4t AND 5

The poorly sorted nature of the inaterial (Freunr 3-5) and

dorninantly massive structure (Freunn 3-4) in unit t (FIGURE 3-3)

is interpreted to be a result of sediment deposited directly
by ice. This ti]l represents the last presence of glacia] ice

in the Lake Assiniboine basin and its upper contact marks the

beginning of the final deglacial sequence'

Unit 2 (FreunE 3-3) contains dominantly structureless,
non-rhythrníc, relatively well sorted, cl-ayey silt indicating
a shift in depositional environment from glacial to subaqueous

sedimentation. The sharp lower contact suggests that the

change was abrupt. Zones of mottled sedirnent, in addition to
dominantly structureless material, reflect sediment'

disturbance at the lake floor. This may be a result of wave

d.isturbance, currents generated in the lake water column by

wind, or bioturbation (Srnith and Ashley 1-985). Since there is
no evidence of biological activity, wind-induced physical

mixing of the upper sediment column seems most reasonable"

This would also expJ-ain the absence of any seasonal dark,

clay-rich laminations, typical for rhythmic deposíts such as

those in unit 3 | because the fine clay either remained

suspended in the water column and was carried out of the basin

as overffow or was resuspended and mixed with coarser sediment

durinq seasonal turnover or strong wind events"
periodic, high discharge events, perhaps reflective of

significant melting periods or storms, are responsi-bIe for the

deposition of cross laminated and l-enticular bedded (FIGURE 3-

6) medium grained silt that interrupt the otherwise,
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monotonous, low energy clayey silt deposítion" The cross

l-aminations and medium grained silt lenses provide evidence

for relatively strong ì-lnderflow currents. However, the fact
that there are only isolated lenses of silt indicate that the
environment vtas fairly low energy and that the sil-t supply r¡/as

relatively low (Reineck and Singh 1980) "

The occasional beds of diamicton within the clayey silt
(FreuRE 3-7) in the upper half of unit 2 are j-nterpreted to
represent waterlaid till deposited by the melting of ice
floating on Lake Assiniboine. Absence of recognizable fl-ow

and deformation features argues against. deposition by

subaqueous gravitational processes. Sharp lower and upper

contacts suggests that deposition of these beds began and

terminated abruptly due to iceberg dumping. Stratigraphic
restriction of these beds in the upper part of unit 2 may

indicate that lake 1evel was fluctuating because it tends to
destabil-ize the ice margin and result in iceberg calving
(Holdsworth L973; see above) "

In summary, (1) structureless sediment, (2) absence of
dark, clay-rich larninations, (3) occasionaJ-, relatively coarse

l-aminated lenses and cross beds, and (4) structureless
diamicton units with sharp upper and Lower contacts in unit 2,

all provide support for deposition in an ice-contact, shallow
water lacustrine environment in close proximity to the ice.

Because of the greater detail in which uni-t 3 was

studied, it will be discussed separately in the following
section.

In unit 4t (FrcuRE 3-3) the trough cross l-aminated silt
beds near the base (Frcunn 3-1-O), which are nearly completely
devoid of clay, suggest traction current deposition by

rel-atively strong underflow currents. These beds are overlain
by horizontal-ly lami-nated silt indicating that suspension

sedimentation eventually became dominant" Overal-1, the
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sediments are coarser than unit 3 suggesting an increase in
flow energy. The sharp and irregular lower contact (FIGURE 3-

9) indicaies that erosion occurred prior to deposition of this
unit and that the increase in energy was abrupt" The sudden

terrnination of the rhythrnic sequence (unit 3 ) , relatively
coarse grained nature of the deposit' and strong underflow
current structures are indicative of a high energy event in a

glaciolacustrine offshore environment"

The very fine to fine sil-t mean grain size of unit 5

(Freune 3-3) and absence of current structures suggests that
the high energy conditions declined somewhat after depositing
unit 4. Unlike unit 3, however, this sediment is non-rhythmic
and poorly laminated or deformed (FIGURE 3-1-1) " Similar to
unit 2t absence of any seasonal dark, clay-ri-ch l-aminations
suggests that the fine clay either remained suspended in the
water column and was transported through the lake to overflow
or hras resuspended and mixed hlith coarser sediment during
seasonal turnover or strong wind events. Poorly laminated
sediment may be the result of physical mixing of the upper

sediment column due to wind or post-depositional disturbance.
Penecontemporaneous deforrnation in the form of folded
Laminat.ions are indicative of slurnping (FTGURE 3-11-) . Briefly,
(1) absence of seasonal dark, clay-rich laminations' (2)

poorLy laminated sediment, and (3) material deposited by mass

movement, suggest that this unit was deposited in a low

energy, shallol^/ lacustrine environment" Absence of ice-rafted
debris may indicate that the ice margin had retreated from the
edge of the lake"

UNIT 3
General SedimentoTogY

severaL general sedimentol-ogical observations in the
rhythrnic sequence of unit 3 are indicative of subtle changes

in depositional regime compared to unit 2" The apparent
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gradational contact at the base of unit 3, in addition to

similar mean grain sizes between the unit 3 silty beds and

massive unit 2 that underlie this uni-u (Freunn 3:3) indicate
that limnologic conditions gradually became suitable for the

deposition of the thin, dark, clayey beds resulting in
rhythrnic sediments. specifically, water depth attained a

relatively constant level near the beginning of unit 3 ' and

reached a depth great enough that \Alave energy could not

prevent the deposition and preservation of the clay beds"

Discrete laminations of diamicton occur exclusively in
the silt bed (TABLE 3-3, FIGURE 3-I4) in the lower part of the

rhythmic interval. These sediments could' potentially
represent durnping from winter ice, river ice, or icebergs, or

may be due to mass movement" sharp upper contacts (e"9" FIGURE

3-L4) and absence of associated waning flow structures such as

horizontal- Iaminations or ripples suggests that deposition by

surge currents generated by mass movements is unlikely" since

the diamicton is present only in the high energy portion of

the couplets, and often near the middl-e of the silt bed, they

are most likely related to occasional- durnping of icebergs that
may have been produced during peak summer melting. Although

the diamicton occurs strictly in the lower part of the

rhythmic interval, their absence in lake sediments does not

exclude the existence of floating icebergs (e.9" Gílbert and

Desloges 1,987) .

Deposition of the non-diarnicton sediment appears to have

been dominated by suspension deposition as suggested by the

predominant horizontal bedding. However, smal]-scale cross

bedding and rare scouring at the base of silty beds suggests

occasional strong currents. Sediment disturbance in the form

of faults (Frcunn 3-l-5), and convol-uted, folded bedding (Freunn

3-L6) are likely related to penecontemporaneous deformation

induced by slumping on unstable basin slopes (Reineck and

singh 1980), sediment loading, and/or cornpaction.
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Varves Versus Surge Deposits: Several mechanisms may be

responsibl-e for rhythmically bedded sediments in
glacioJ-acustrine environments.
significance of these deposits varies greatly" The most often
recognized form of rhythmic sedimentation is seasonally
controlled alternat.ion between deposition resulting from
processes dominant during the melt season and those sediments
deposited during the ice-covered months" Together, these
sediments represent accumulation over a one year period, or
varves. other forms of rhythmic sedimentation that may

represent drastically different time interval-s include slump-
induced surge current deposits, sediments generated from

alternating flows generated by fluctuations in runoff or river
flow to the lake, oE changes in wave energy; alt of which are
possible over the course of minutes, hours, days, or weeks

(Snith and Ash1ey l-985).
distinction of varve versus surge current deposits is critical-
in establishing a lake chronological time sca1e, as well as in
understanding the nature of the Lake's history.

Smith and Ashley (l-985) indicate that the discrimination
of couplets deposited by surge currents and overfl-ow-interflow
produced varve couplets is relatively easy. The latter are
thin (Iess than 1- cm thick), regular, and contain no current
structures. However, varves that are constructed from
pulsing, quasi-continuous underflow are more difficult to
distinguish from surge deposits as they may possess simil-ar
sedimentological attributes (Srnith and Ashley l-985) " Since
the rhythmites of Assin-l- are likely not of overflow-interfl-ow
origin, based on couplet thickness (FIcuRE 3-1-8) and occasional
current structures (i.e. smafl-scale cross bedding, TABLE 3-4),
it is necessary to el-aborate on the complexity of varying
energy conditions that may deposit sediment couplets in ice
rnarginal lakes.

As described above, surge currents are provoked by

movement on unstabl-e basin sl-opes (Ashley 1-988) | continue no
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more than several minutes, and produce waninq flow deposits
similar to turbidites (Srnith and Ashl-ey 1-985). These deposits
may form at any time within the year and, therefore,
repetitive couplets are generated through the recurrence of
this irregular occurring process (smith and Ashley 1-985) "

During the melt season, sediment-laden river water
produces a more continuous underflow current (Ashley 1-988)

that can last for several days (Snith and Ashl-ey 1985). Thus,

each river surge can generate a fining upward (e"9" sil-t to
clay) bed that may be similar in appearance to an annual

deposit. CommonlY, underflow currents cease to exist during
the winter and finer sediment hel-d buoyant the remainder of
the year settles from suspension over top of the single or
multiple couplets of sediment (Smith and Ashley 1-985) "

Both surge and annual couplets are composed of a

relatively coarse (typically sandy or silty) unit overlain by

a clay bed, possess sharp contacts at the base of the coarse

bed, and are variable in thickness (Srnith and Ashley 1-985).

Several key sedimentological characteristics of the rhythmites
of Assin-1 indicate that they are of an annual nature. Those

f eatures which hlere recogni-zed in outcrop and which are

compatible with observat j-ons in the Assin-l- rhythmites,
include bed contact type and thickness variations; these will
be discussed below.

Although both surge and varve deposits commonly have

sharp contacts at the base of the coarse bed, the upper silt
contact can be used as a distinctive feature" A continuous,
surge current-produced graded bed normally wouLd contai-n a

gradational upper sil-t contact (Smith and AshJ-ey L985) "

However, the rhythnites of Assin-l- and those recognized in
outcrop exposures referred to in Cnerrnn 2, often contain sharp

upper silt contacts (Tanlr 3-4) suggesting a temporaJ- break in
the formation of the two beds. This is attri-buted to
irregular deposition extending from the ice-free to ice-
covered seasons"
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The spatial thickness variations of individual silt and

clay couplets can be used to help differentiate surge couplets
frc¡m varve couplets (smith and Ashley 1-985) . In surge

deposits, silt and clay thicknesses witl vary proportionally
at a given Location because alI of the sediment is transported
to the depositional site at about the same time" Therefore,
if one assumes that surge deposits are likely to contain
similar proportions of silt and clay, thick silt beds should

have thick clay beds and vice versa. Conversely in varve
sequences there is not necessariJ-y any close relationship in
thickness of the silt and overlying clay units" Typically,
the clay unit is uniform in thicknesses spatially and

temporally because its thickness is controlled dominantly by

settling tirne and water depth (Snith and Ashley 1-985) " Silt
bed thicknesses, however, in contrast to surge deposits may

vary significantly at a given site, due to the varying
effectiveness of sedinent dispersal mechanisms (Smith and

Ashley i-985). FrcuRE 3-1-8 clearly indicates that the thickness
of the clay bed through time is relatively constant compared

to the more variable silt bed thickness in unit 3 "

Detailed studies of unit 3 sediments in the core have

revealed further evidence for annual deposition of each sil-t-
clay couplet. Since surgie deposits are grenerated over very
short time intervals, a single continuous graded bed hloul-d be

expected to form" Alternative1y, Varves are produced over the
entire year, and irregutar variations in sedimentation are
likely to occur. In unit 3, laminations in the silty portion
of the couplet are quite variable, and may be related to
fluctuating supply of sediment from (1) infl-owinq rivers, (2)

nelting of glacial ice or snol¡¡, (3) rainfall generated runoff ,

or (4) periodic fluctuations in wave energy impinging on the
lake floor (FrcuRE 3-L2) "

Silty laminations that occasional-ly appear in the
otherwise massive clayey bed are indicative of occasional high
energy events in the winter (FTGURE 3-l-3). Factors
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contributing to the qeneration of these silty laminations
include 1ow sediment concentrations in v¡inter lake water

permitting relatively dilute underflow currents to flow across

the lake floor (Gilbert ]-975; shaw et a7 1,978) " These

currents may be created by winter storms if the lake is ice
free, slope failure on del-ta fronts (shaw et a7 L978) | or

slumping of sediment near the ice margin (Gravenor and Coyle

l-985) " Regardless of their origin, they indicate that the

lake bottom \^/as occasionally supplied with silt-sized sediment

during the winter and deposition did not excl-usively consist
of the settling of cIaY"

In summary, frequent sharp basal and upper contacts of
the silt bed, relatively constant clay bed thicknesses
compared to more variable siLt bed thicknesses, and occasional
silt and clay microl-aminae indicative of discrete
sedimentation events, a1I indicate that the couplets are

cl-assic glacial varves and justifies their utilization as a
geochronological scaIe. Furthermore, these sediments indicate
that Lake Assiniboine was capable of producing varves for
about 1-06 Years"

Varve Thickness StratigtaPhY
In general, thicknesses of the clay beds, silt beds, and

total- varves initially dectine irregularly and then more

steadily upward through most of the sequence (Frcunn 3-l-9) "

Exception to this trend occurs near the top, where the sí1t
and total- varve thicknesses increase while the clay beds

decrease. These stratigraphic intervals, subunits 3a, 3b, and

3c (e.g" TABLE 3-3) are interpreted to represent deep'proximaT,

deep-dista7, and shal.lot+¡ varve deposits, respectively (Freune

3-53); these will be elaborated on bel-ow.

Thinning of varved couplets, often recognized in vertical
Sequences over several years, is usually interpreted to
represent a retreating ice margin and therefore a more distal
mel-twater source (e.g. Agterberg and Bannerjee L969; Bannerjee
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1,973; Ashley L975; Shaw and Archer L978 and many others) " At

the base of this thinning-upward sequence (subunit 3a: varve

years 1--4O), occur the thickest silt beds, clay beds, and-

overall thickest couplets produced when the ice margin was

nearest to the coring site (i.e. deep-proximal varves in FrcuRn

3-53). Varves become thinner up-section, indicating ice
margin retreat.

Subunit 3b (41--85) contains the thinnest silt and couplet

thicknesses. Throughout this interval, the silt and total
couplet thickness also decrease upwardly as it does in subunit

3â, whil-e the clay bed thickness is variable. These thin
varves r^/ere deposited when the ice margin was and continued to
become comparatively remote, (i"e. deep-distal varves in FreuRn

3-53 ) .
subunit 3c (86-1-06) is distinguished by an increase in

sil-t bed and couplet thickness in the lower part of the

interval, while the clay bed thickness decreases. An increase

in total varve thickness near the top of a varve sequence has,

in the past, been interpreted as (1) an ice advance (e.9"

Bannerjee 1,g73), (2) an increase in drainage by overland

streams to the lake (e"g. Ringberg 1991,), or (3) a decrease in
l-ake level which perrnitted more proximal influx (e"9" Catto

i_987). The first two mechanisms would tend to produce thicker
sil-t and clay beds because in both instances, strictly an

increase in sedirnent influx occurs. Due to the opposing

trends of the silt and clay bed in unit 3, the third mechanism

is proposed to have occurred. Although an increase in
sediment influx occurs with lake recession, changing water

level-s will effect the clay and silt beds differently.
Specifically, a continuaf decrease in water depth, beginning

at varve year 86 (Freunn 3-53) is interpreted to have taken

place and thi-s resul-ted in an j-ncrease in energy at the coring
site. Therefore, a higher proportion of clay-sized sediment

was transported through the lake to its outlet and l-ess clay
was available for deposition on the lake floor" It is al-so
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possible that some of the previously deposi-ted clay was

resuspended as h/ater circulation encroached toward the l-ake

floor at Assin-3-, due to decreasing water depth. Mea-n!'Ihìle,

lake recession perrnitted an increase in silt bed sediment
accumul-ation as Assin-l- became more proximal to the influx
point. A simil-ar rel-ationship occurs between the silt and

clay bed thicknesses in the distal varves of Ringberg Q-991"¡

FTcURE 3-54) who suggested they \^Iere formed by successively
shallower water depths" After Varve year 98, the sitt bed

becomes constant, so lake leveL may have stabilized.
Variations in índividuaT silt bed and varve thickness

(versus sequence trends) also occur throughout the rhythmic
interval. In studies of other ice-dammed lakes, these
variations have been related to annual clinatic fluctuations
which af fected the rnelting of ice (Perkins and Sims 1983 r"

Leonard 1"986; Ringberg 1,991) " For examPle, Perkins and Sims

(l-983), in their studies of varve deposits at Skilak Lake,

Alaska, indicate that l^Iarm years produce greater than normal

meltinq of the Skilak Gl-acier and an increase in meltwater and

sediment supply to the lake; all of which is reflected in a

thicker varve. Conversely, thin Varves are generated during
relatively cool years. High snowf all- accumulat.ion on the
glacj-er surface may also contribute to the formation of a thin
varve (Perkins and Sims 1-983) by increasing the albedo and

decreasing the ablation rate which determines the meltwater
and sediment supply.

Irregular individual peaks and short-term thickness trend
reversals, such as between varve years l-5 and 2I, and 31- and

40 (FrcuRE 3-53) may be due to seasonal- variations, similar to
those described at Skilak Lake. For example, higher mean

annual temperatures or lower average snowfal-1 may be

responsible for these anomalies. Alternatively, they may be

due to periods when inultiple river systerns hlere contributing
to the sediment sequence at that site, thus increasing the
sediment supply to the coring site" Fluctuations in silt and
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Winter layers

Summer layers

Total varves

t-

FrcuRE 3-54. Winter, sunmer and total_ varve 1_O-year mean
thickness profiles of the Baltic rce Lake in sweden. Notice
the progessive thinning of the winter layer and relatively
thick sunmer layer in interval 4 interpreted as the result of
successively shallower water depths (Ringberg a99I, p" 13) "
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varve thickness are much less pronounced in the deep-distal
interval, compared to the deep-proximal interval, because
during this tirne the distat site is l-ess sensitive to
irregularities in annual meltwater-sediment supply"

Several mechanisms may be responsible for annual
variations in the clay bed thickness. SlighL changes in the
length of the ice-covered season can rnodify the available
length of settling time critical to the deposition of the clay
beds" fntermittent sedimentation of silt during the winter
(TABIE 3-3) has slightly altered the thickness of several clay
beds. Also, as in Lillooet Lake (Gilbert 1-975) | large inflows
that occur in the fall may have substantially increased the
concentration of suspended particles in the l-ake water" Much

of this sediment may have settled on to the lake fl-oor because
a lack of subsequent flows prevented these sedj-ments from
being flushed through to the outflow" This may help to
explain some of the unusually thick clay beds"

Varve Grain Size Stratigraphy
Comparisons can be made between subunits defined by varve

thickness (3a, 3b, and 3c) and the changes in maximum mean

grain size through the section (Freune 3-22). Relatively
coarser grained varve years 2-7 and the trend towards coarser
grained varves at the top of the sequence occur within subunit
3a and subunit 3c, respectively, and are simiLar to variations
in varve thickness (Freunr 3-l-9) explained by a proxj-mal inflow
source. Curiously, the slightly coarser interval- between
varve years 48 and 53 (Frcunn 3-22) is not correlated with any

similar change in varve thickness and therefore does not
likel-y represent a change in inf l-ux proxirnity " rnstead,
climatic variations, such as an increase j-n summer storm
severity during this intervaL, may be responsible for this
bulge in the profil-e.

of equal- interest is the potential for many of the
seasonal and interseasonal- variations in meltwater inf ]ux
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discussed above to be exhibited in the individual varve year
grain size variations presented in FIGURE 3-2L" Grain size
trends within the summer portion of a varve have been

recognized for their paleocÌimatic significance (e.9" Peach

and Perríe l-975; Srnith t978) " In his discussion of the varved

sediments of Hector Lake, Alberta, Smith (1978) indicates that
approximately half of the summer beds in the intermediate-
proximal facies, contain two silty laminations separated by a

cl-ayey to clayey silt lamination "

interpreted to represent the two distinct seasonal inflow
maxima discussed earlier; spring nival meLt and summer glaci-al
me1t. Other varves that do not contain the clayey sublaminae

and are normally or inversely graded are indicative of seasons

in which significant nival or glacial meltwater infl-uxes did
not occur (Smith l-978). Based on these qualitative studies by

Smith (1-978), atternpts were made to assess the paleoclimatic
irnplications of the trends determined in the varves where step
2 grain size analysis hlere made, specifically Varve years 2 

'
3, 6, 56, 77, and 96. In these varves, samples hlere taken at
1 cm intervals throughout the entire couplet.

Two stratigraphically defined' major sets of peaks are
present in the silt bed component of profiles FrcuRES 3'27, 3-
29, 3-3L, 3-33t 3-35, 3'37, and are considered predominantl'y
to reflect seasonal mel-twater pulses, similar to those
identified by Snith (l-978) " Grain size maxima appear only
near the base of the silt bed in varves 2 (Freunr 3-27), 3

(FrcuRE 3-35), 77 (Frcunn 3-29) , and 96 (FrcuRE 3-33) and are
índÍcative of prorninent influx during the early part of the
melt season" They suggest that the previous winter's snow

accumuLation was substantial and a warm spring and rapíd
rnel-ting rate generated signifj-cant vol-umes of runoff .

Peaks in mean grain sj-ze also appear near the centre to
upper third of the sil-t bed in varves 3 (FrcuRE 3-35), 6 (Freuna

3-37), 56 (FrcuRE 3-31-) , and 96 (FrcuRE 3-33) and suggest that
significant meltwater inflow occurred sometime near the rniddle
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of the ice-free period" The dominant source of meltwater
during this time is J-ike1y to be melting of glacial ice in
warm summer months.

Different. combinatj-ons of these peaks al-low three end

member model-s to be proposed " Spring nivaT melt varves (FIGURE

3-23 Type 1) are represented by the fining upward trends
displayed i-n varve years 2 (FrcuRr. 3-27) and 77 (Freunr 3-29) .

The nival melt in varve 77 is somewhat subdued, compared to
the f inely laminated (Freune 3-26) and coarser gra j-n size
measures at the base of varve 2" However, this may be

entirety due to the more proximal location of varve 2, rather
than a refl-ection of a slight difference in spring melt rate
or wi-nter snol,ü accumul,ation "

interpreted as ice-rafted material is responsible for the
trough near the centre of the silt bed in varve 2 (Freunns 3-
26, 3-27) " The absence of an upper stratigraphic maxima may

be indicative of cool summers during these varve years or
gJ-acial rnelting that is evenly distributed, Yet proqressively
less intense, throughout the summer months.

Summer gTaciaT melt varves (FrcuRE 3'23 Type 2) are
illustrated by the coarsening upward profites in Freunrs 3-31-

and 3-37. Hot,rever, differences in the shape of the profi-Ie
may be indicative of the conditions of sunmer nelting. In
varve year 56 (Frcunr 3-30) summer meJ-ting is concentrated in
one major interval, perhaps representative of a hot period"
In contrast, the coarsening upward trend in varve year 6

(Freune 3-37) is more gradual suggesting a steady increase in
summer temperature until a maximum was achieved" In addition,
absence of nival peaks in these varves indicates a l-ack of
significant, previous winter snowfall- accumulation or a cool
spring"

Finally, some varves display both spring nival- mel-t and

summer glacial melt peaks. These are termed dual--meLt varves
(Frcunr 3-23 -Type 3). Interestingly, in varve 96, the spring
nival peak is l-ess than the summer glacial peak (Frcune 3-33),
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while the opposite occurs in varve 3 (Frcunn 3-35) " The very
strong nival peak in varve 3 may be indicative of a very warm

sprì-ng" Sinilar to the relationship between va-rves 2 a-nd- 7'7,

probable difference in the proximity to influx point
compJ-icates relative peak comparison. Finally, the minor peak

near the upper winter contact in varve 96 is 1ike1y reflective
of a significant subseasonal j-ncrease in inflow, perhaps due

to a late summer or fall- storm event"

STRATIGRAPHIc RELAT]oNSHTPS

Since Assin-l- was cored in the deepest part of the basin
and til1 occurs at the base of the section, it is likely that
the entire, final deglacial and post-gIacial sequence is
represented in this core" Stight adaptations to a simple
retreating ice model- can be used to summarize the
relationships between successive units in core Assin-L. fn
this environment, a regressive glaciolacustrine sequence forms
as an ice sheet retreats from a basin, develops an ice-dammed

lake at its front which eventually drains (May L977) "

At the bottom of the sequence in core Assin-l is ti1l
(unit I, FreuRe 3-3), which represents the glaciated interval-
i-n the basin.
glaciolacustrine sediments hlere deposited with intermittent
diamicton as a result of iceberg dumping (unit 2, FrcuRE 3-3)"
These unj-ts are superimposed by rhythrnic silt and clay
deposition as water depth became great enough that wave energy
coul-d not prevent the deposition and preservation of the clay
beds (uni-t 3, FrcuRE 3-3) " The relatively coarse unit ¿ (FrcuRE

3-3), which abruptly terminates the varved sequence, is
interpreted to represent final- Ìake drainage" FinaÌJ-y, unit
5 i-n Assin-l- (FTGURE 3-3) may then indicate that local- ponded

water remained in the deepest part of the basin following
f inal- drainage "

As the ice margin retreated, shallow
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In addition to the varved sequence of the Assin-l_ c.ore,
two extensive varved outcrops (Frcunes 2-8, 2-9) described in
CEArTER 2 are present within a 3 km radius of this core.
Analysis of these important exposures provide key additional
data and lateral support for the stratigraphy of Assin-t-.

Varve thickness prof iles f or N/ 12RC12 , Assin-1_ , and
M/9Rc19 are shown in FrcuRE 3-55" rn order to estimate the
number of annual deposits contained within the apparently
disturbed interval at N/12Rc12, the average thickness for i-o

varves adjacent to this zone hras determined (0.046 m)" The
thickness of the zone absent in visibly identifiabÌe varves is
O"73 m. Therefore, it is conceivable that the zone contains
approximately 16 (0"73 n/0"046 m) varves.

Several observations are suggestive that the varves of
core Assin-l- represent a complete sequence: (1) Assin-1_
contains the most extensive varved sequence known from the
basin, (2) non-varved sediments are present both above and
below the varves, and (3) Assin-1 is located in the deepest
part of the basin. Using an overlay technique, the patterns
and trends of the two outcrop sequences were correrated to
Assin-]- and the varve year scal-e of Assin-l- was adopted (Freunr
3-56) " Individual peaks and troughs present in the raw data
were the primary tools used for correLationr âs shown by the
correlation lines in FrcuRE 3-56, while the l-i- point running
mean curve Ìüas util-ized for visually rnatching general curve
shape. The large number of correlable varves i-ndicates that
they are laterally continuous. More importantly, however, is
that the abi-J"ity to conf identry correlate these varve
thickness profiles suggests that changes in varve thickness
are reflective of basin-wide chanqes and are not site-
specific "

The resulting correlatj-on (FrcuRE 3-56) places the lower
N/1-2RC1-2 varves between varve year a7 and 62, and the upper
varves between varve years 76 and 98" The gap in varve years
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(1-3) compares r¡/ell r¡rith that estimated by averagíng the
adjacent 1-O varve year thicknesses (L6, see above)" At
M/gRc1g, varve deposition appears to have been initiated at
varve year 8 and terminated at varve year 59.

These observations at N/l_2RCi-2 and M/9RCj-9 provide
additional information concerning (1) changing infl-ux
patterns, sources, and distribution, (2) the effects of basin
topography on sedimentation, and (3) lake level fructuations.
A1r or some of these factors may be responsible for the
fragmentary records seen in the surface exposures. These wil-l-
be addressed in greater detail in CnaprER S.

rn contrast to core Assin-l-, Assin-2 is located nearer to
the sedi-ment influx sources west of the Lake Assiniboine
basin. This is reflected in the overall increase in grain
size in core Assin-2. sandy sedj-ment, absent in core Assin-1
occurs in Assin-2, whereas dark, clayey beds prevalent in unit
3 of core Assin-1 are not found in core Assin-2. rn addition,
various sedimentary structures such as ripples and cross
l-amination are much more common in core Assin-2.

The abundant current structures and presence of a sand
fraction in the dominantly silty unit 1- (Freunn 3-39) indicates
relatively strong, high energy traction currents, perhaps
density underflows, deposited these sedj-ments. Trough cross
laminae are indicative of bottom-hugging flow (FrcuRE 3-39) and
type A climbing rippJ-es (Frcunn 3-4o) suggest high sediment
supply to current velocity ratio (smith and Ashley 1985) " rn
addition, this type of climbing ripple deposit indicates that
the bed l-oad / suspended ]oad ratio was rerativeJ-y high. As
a result, the stoss side of the ripple is removed before the
structure can be buried and preserved (Reineck and singh
]-e8o).
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Unit 2 (FreunE 3-38) is finer grained than unit 1- and is
absent of sand and current structures suggesting that the
st.rong bottom-hugging currents prevalent in unit 1- did not
continue" These interpretations indicate that a much l-ower
energy flow characterizes unit 2" The lower contact is
gradational, indicative of a transition in depositional
conditions "

occasionally, visible horizontal larninations in otherwise
massive sediment, in addition to laminations of ice-rafted
sediment (Freunr 3-41-) and rare dropstones suggiests consistent,
quiet water depositional conditions in an ice-marginat
glacioì-acustrine environment. A weak fining upwards sequence
indicates progressivety lower energy. The massive portion of
unit 2 is likely due to nixing of sediment on the lake floor,
while the laminations are indicative of undisturbed,
intermittent sedimentation. The absence of an annual rhythrnic
occurence in this unit is attributed to rnixing and
resuspension of clay sized material"

Relatively coarser beds (Freunu 3-42) near the top of the
unit indicate high energy fl-ow events occurred perhaps induced
by storms or rnajor melting events. Alternatively, sediment
influx may have become more proximal to the coring site at
this time which allowed these reÌatively coarse deposits to
accumul-ate" The absence of visible sedimentary structures in
these strata may suggest rapid deposition or mixing on the
lake f l-oor.

A marked increase in grain size to fine to medium grained
sand (Frcunn 3-38), an erosive lower contact (FreuRE 3-44) and
discerni-bl-e cross laminations (FrcuRE 3-45) at the base of unit
3 suggest strong currents deposited these sediments. These
conditions are all in sharp contrast to the underlying unit
and are indicative of a significant j-ncrease in sediment
j-nflux to Lake Assiniboine. This unj,t may then represent (1)
material deposited subaqueously by surge currents generated by
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basin slope failure, (2) storm produced density current
underfl-ows carried by rneltwater streams entering the lake , (3)
shifting of distributaries emanating from the Assiniboine
River which lay to the northeast, or (4) sediments produced by
major infl-ux of water enteríng Lake Assiniboi-ne. The
thickness of the unit (a.1 m) is suggestive of an event more
siqnificant than an average storm or slurnp phenomenon.
Periods of 1ow energy would be expected if the origin of this
unit was due to changing sediment dJ-spersat patterns or
storms, but there are no fine grained interbeds. constant
grain size and vague stratification, although admittedly may
be due to poor core quarity, mây arso be indicative of rapid
deposition consistent with a major influx of water entering
Lake Assiniboine.

rn unit 4 (Freunr 3-39), interbedded sil-t and clayey silt
beds occur in the lower portion.
predominantly sirt in the upper half of the interval. These
sediments are suggestive of reJ-atively 1ow energy f r-ow
condi-tions in a glaciolacustrine environment. However,
several sedimentary characteristics are representative of
hiqhly fluctuating, though apparently random infl-ow events.
These include sharp contacts between silty and clayey
interbeds (Freunn 3-39) and occasional planar and trough cross
Lamj-nations. rn additj-on, complexly raminated sediment (Freunn
3-46) is likery the result of riquefaction generated when
relatively coarse sediment is rapidty deposited on water
saturated fine grained material.

The 11- rhythmic coupl-ets in the upper portion of unit 4
(FreuRE 3-47 ) do not differ significantty in l-irnited grain size
analyses (4) " More detailed grain si-ze analyses are reguired
to decipher their origj_n.

sedimentoÌogical-ly, unit 5 (Freunn 3-3g) is simil_ar to
unit 3. An erosive ]ower contact, sharp increase in grain
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size and massive sediment (Frcune 3-48) indicate rapid
deposition of a high energy frow. The rower part of the sand
1ike1y represents the finar, major drainage event of Lake
Assiniboine, âs no fine grained sir-t or clay appears above
this unit" Although significantly thinner than unit 3, this
does not necessarily indicate an infl-ux any l_ess intense since
much of the sediment may have been carried through to outflow.

The uppermost part of the sand in unit 5 (Freunr 3-4g) is
v¡eI1 sorted, structureress, and simi_lar to deposits in the
stabilized eolian dunes of the area. Therefore, this massive,
wel-1 sorted, fine grained sand is interpreted to represent a
portì-on of the l-ower sand reworked from by eoli_an processes
after the final drainage of Lake Assiniboine.

STR.ATTGR.APHIC RELATToNSHIPS

unfortunater-y, the depth of the Assin-2 core did not
penetrate til1 and so the sediments represent an incomplete
deglaciar sequence. stirr, however, it is possibre to examine
the vertical rerationships of the strata. Most conspicuous in
the Assin-2 core are the two prominent sand units (units 3 and
5, FreuRE 3-39) " other than their thì.ckness, they possess
several- sinilarities, íncluding an erosive basal contact,
comparable grain size, and appear mostly massive. These sandy
strata abruptty occur in otherwise, fine grained, dominantly
glaciolaeustrine sediments.

rn thei-r studies of gracial l_ake outbursts in the western
plains of the u.s. and canada, Kehew and Lord (L987) indicate
that fl-oods advanced from basin to basin and that the infl_ux
of floods triggered erosion at the r_ake outret and draining of
the lake. sand, typicarly, v/as deposited as huge fans that
spread over the fl-oor of the basins inundated by the floods
(Kehew and Lord 1'987) " sandy units 3 and 5 have been
interpreted as sediments deposited by significant i_nflows of
water into Lake Assiniboine. There is no evidence of
subaerial exposure above unit 3 suggesting that the first
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major j-nflux did not cause Lake Assi-níboine to compretely
drain" Therefore, much of the sediment that entered Lake
Assiniboine r¡/as retained within the basin and was deposited
upon current dissipation. conversel-y, since no fine grained
l-acustrine sediments overlie the second interpreted rnajor
influx (lower sand of unit 5) and instead is overl-ain by
subaerially reworked sediments (Frcune 3-38), this suggests
that the entire lake may have drained in response to this
event.

comparison of units 2 and 4 suggest that Lake Assiniboine
was possÍb]y at different levels during these two phases. The
greater mean grain size and occasional current structures in
unit 4 compared to unit 2 (FrcunE 3-3g), are indicative of
higher energy flow in unit 4" Although this may sirnply
índicate that the meltwater inflow to the lake was stronger
during the more recent phase, this may alternatively suggest
that the sediments of unit 4 were more proximal to the influx
point. rf proximity to sediment infl_ux is accepted as being
responsible, this may suggest a prograding river mouth or may
mean that the lake fell bel-ow the l-ake level that had existed
during deposition of unit z I perhaps due to partia]_ draining
of Lake Assiniboi-ne following the unit 3 infrux. Lower water
depth during deposition of unit 4 enabled inflowing meltwater
to become more proximal to the coring site and for
fluctuati-ons in energy to be more readiJ_y recorded in the
sediments.

Although the mean grain size of unit l- is not too
dissirnil-ar to that of unit 2 and 4, the predominance of
current structures is indicative of a significantly higher
flow energy and bed load transport than ei_ther of these two
sequences " unit l- sediments suggest a more f l_uvial_-inf luenced
regi-me at this site prior to lake leve] rise and the
deposì-tion of unit Z "

rn summary, it is suggested that the sediments of Assin-2
contaj-n two distinct lake sequences, represented by the fine
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grained deposits of units 2 and 4, each capped by major influx
events represented by unit 3 and the lower portì-on of unit 5,
respectively" These deposits were preceded by sedimentation
in a fl-uvial--dominated environment and superseded by aeolj-an
reworking of sand sized materiar on the exposed rake floor.
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